It is impossible to name each of the ways that our lives have changed these last months. It is sometimes difficult to discern which of these disruptions are temporary and which are permanent, or when yesterday’s norms must change to promote thriving communities today. Christ’s call to continual conversion is not only for our hearts, but for our minds, our communities, and all of creation.
Our catalog has also changed a bit this season. To begin, we’re sharing recommended resources for liturgical aids during in-person or live-stream worship, or for individual prayer that is rooted in the lectionary (pp. 2-9). Our editorial team set a goal to make the Word of God accessible, and we have worked to ensure these resources are as flexible as possible for when parish and family needs may change throughout the year.

We have some fantastic new books from new and familiar authors (pp. 10-21), including a new Stations of the Cross, Advent Wreath prayers, and titles about prayer and discernment, priestly spirituality, liturgy, Scripture, and two new People of God biographies. Our spring releases (pp. 24-27) included a study guide companion to the USCCB’s document *Open Wide Our Hearts*, which many parishes and dioceses have been using in virtual book clubs this summer.

We have an embarrassment of riches among our previously published books, but some titles have been stamped as recommended resources because we anticipate they could serve a timely need in parish communities. Other books are sporting a first place ribbon because they won an award in the 2020 Catholic Press Association or Association of Catholic Publishers awards!

Change is hard, especially when it comes unexpectedly. However, change can also be life-giving. While no one can predict what community life or worship will look like “when this is over,” we can work now to create the communities that we yearn to belong to, and cheer when others come to share table (or screen) with us.

Shannon Chisholm, PhD
Publisher, Parish Market
Whether you are worshipping in-person or over live stream, personal copies of trusted pew resources can guide you in prayer. Choosing a companion for liturgical prayer is deeply personal. This chart compares features of Liturgical Press’ most popular liturgical resources, all designed for flexible use in your parish or at home. More information on each resource can be found on our website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Celebrating the Eucharist Classic Edition</th>
<th>Celebrating the Eucharist Liturgical Text Edition</th>
<th>Misa del Pueblo Missal of the People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issues per year</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk discounts</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Bilingual Spanish/English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Sundays and Solemnities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scripture texts</td>
<td>Sundays and Solemnities</td>
<td>Sundays and Solemnities</td>
<td>Sundays and Solemnities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass texts</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections on the readings</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymns and songs</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print edition</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital edition</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available now</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available for Year B (Advent 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$27.99 each 50 copies/$6.59 each</td>
<td>$25.99 each 50 copies/$5.49 each</td>
<td>$24.95 each 50 copies/$6.94 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN (product ID number)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Call 800-858-5450 for special bulk pricing!*

*Liturgical Press does not accept returns on Subscriptions or dated items.*

*Additional shipping charges may apply.*
Call now to inquire about our Living Liturgy and Celebrating the Eucharist Worship Aids—designed for one-time print or digital use!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misal</th>
<th>Living Liturgy Sunday Missal</th>
<th>Give Us This Day</th>
<th>Ponder</th>
<th>Seasonal Daily Reflections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Spanish**
- **English**

- **Sundays and Solemnities**
- **Sundays and Solemnities**

- **Sundays and Solemnities**

- **N/A**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>$9.95 each 50 copies/$2.95 net each</td>
<td>$44.95 yr Standard Ed 59.95 yr Large Print Ed</td>
<td>$24.95 each 5-9 copies/$19.95 net each 10+ copies/ $17.45 net each</td>
<td>$2.00 each 50 copies/$1.00 net each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6616-6</td>
<td>6466-7</td>
<td>6500-8</td>
<td>See pages 4-5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pocket-sized
(4 x 5 ¼) Paperback, 104–120 pp., $2.00
(50 or more copies, $1.00 net each)

Large-Print Edition
(6 x 7 ¾) Paperback, 104–120 pp., $5.95
(50 or more copies, $3.95 net each)

eBooks $0.99

SAVE MORE by pre-ordering next season’s books!

Save 10% on your entire order when you purchase 50 copies or more of any THREE seasons (English or Español).

Save 5% on your entire order when you purchase 50 copies or more of any TWO seasons (English or Español).

SEASONAL DAILY REFLECTIONS

“A trinity of volumes that will shepherd you through these liturgical seasons with wisdom, hope, and joy.”

Fran Rossi Szpylczyn, author of There Will Be Bread blog

These popular books sell out quickly!
800-858-5450
litpress.org

ORDER TODAY!

No returns accepted on these products.

Michelle Francl-Donnay is a professor of chemistry at Bryn Mawr College and an adjunct scholar of the Vatican Observatory. She is the author of Not by Bread Alone: Daily Reflections for Lent 2020, and is a contributor to Give Us This Day, published by Liturgical Press.
these treasured guides to the seasons

Anchor your daily prayer during Advent, Lent, and Easter with the newest editions of our daily reflection books. Penned by award-winning authors, the insightful meditations found in these short yet inspirational companions will deepen your experience of these grace-filled seasons.

Not by Bread Alone
Daily Reflections for Lent 2021
Mary DeTurris Poust
978-0-8146-6424-7 Pocket-sized
978-0-8146-6451-3 Large-Print
978-0-8146-6448-3 eBook
Available November 2020

Rejoice and Be Glad
Daily Reflections for Easter to Pentecost 2021
Ronald D. Witherup, PSS
978-0-8146-6517-6 Pocket-sized
978-0-8146-6542-8 Large-Print
978-0-8146-6541-1 eBook
Available November 2020

No sólo de pan
Reflexiones diarias para Cuaresma 2021
Mary DeTurris Poust; Traducido por Luis Baudry-Simón
978-0-8146-6570-1 Pocket-sized
978-0-8146-6571-8 Large-Print
978-0-8146-6595-4 eBook
Disponible en diciembre de 2020

Alégrense y regocijense
Reflexiones diarias de Pascua a Pentecostés 2021
Ronald D. Witherup, PSS; Traducido por Luis Baudry-Simón
978-0-8146-6572-5 Pocket-sized
978-0-8146-6597-8 Large-Print
978-0-8146-6596-1 eBook
Disponible en diciembre de 2020

Mary DeTurris Poust is the author of numerous books on Catholic spirituality, including previous editions of Waiting in Joyful Hope, Not by Bread Alone, and Rejoice and Be Glad. She is also director of communications for the Diocese of Albany, and a contributor to Give Us This Day.

Ronald D. Witherup, PSS, is superior general of the Sulpicians. He is the author of numerous books on Scripture, including The Word of God at Vatican II: Exploring Dei Verbum; Biblical Fundamentalism; and Paul, Proclaiming Christ Crucified. He is also a contributor to Give Us This Day.
NEW TITLES

LIVING LITURGY

Living Liturgy™
Spirituality, Celebration, and Catechesis for Sundays and Solemnities
Year B (2021)

Living Liturgy™ 2021 provides practical, sound, and inspiring content from expert authors to enrich your parish liturgy and ministry. This best-selling annual resource is ideal for parish ministers, liturgists, pastors, planning committees, and RCIA programs. A unique and robust formation program, Living Liturgy™ offers the readings, plus insightful reflections and contextual background information for Sundays, Solemnities, and additional feasts of liturgical and national importance.

A fresh resource each liturgical year, Living Liturgy™ gives your team the spiritual preparation they need to serve in their ministries, integrating daily living, prayer, and study in an inviting and easy-to-use format. Engaging new art by Ruberval Monteiro da Silva, OSB, complements the text and invites further reflection on the Gospel of the day. This indispensable guide deepens a liturgical spirituality and strengthens the worship experience for the whole parish.

- 978-0-8146-6463-6
  Paperback, 320 pp., 8 ½ x 10 ¾, $19.95 (1-4 copies); $15.95 (5-19 copies); $10.95 net (20 or more copies)

No returns accepted on this product.
Rights: World, except EU, and Australia

Living Liturgy™
for Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion
Year B (2021)

This concise, easy-to-use pastoral resource provides spiritual nourishment for extraordinary ministers of Holy Communion. Rooted in the Sunday gospels, this indispensable aid invites reverent and prayerful preparation for liturgical ministry. Living Liturgy™ for Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion highlights the connections between the Word, Eucharist, and living in service of others. Ministers will find this resource to be formative for their own personal reflection, and a tool for facilitating prayer with people who are sick and homebound.

Includes the following:
- Gospel readings for each Sunday and other significant liturgical celebrations
- Prompts for personal reflections and prayer
- A separate insert card with the Rite for Administration of Communion to the Sick by an Extraordinary Minister
- Inscription page for the minister’s name, ideal for commissioning ministers of the Eucharist

- 978-0-8146-6464-3
  Paperback, 144 pp., 5 ½ x 8 ½, $9.95 (1-5 copies); $6.95 net (6 or more copies)

No returns accepted on this product.
NEW TITLES

Living Liturgy™

For Music Ministers
Year B (2021)

Inspire music ministers to more prayerfully lead the assembly with Living Liturgy™ for Music Ministers. Fresh content and an engaging team of contributors offer music ministers the spiritual preparation they need to be confident, effective leaders of sung prayer. The Liturgy of the Word, and particularly the psalm, will come alive in new ways for the entire worshiping assembly.

Includes the following:

• Suggestions for the psalmist’s spiritual preparation and prayer
• Readings and responsorial psalm for every Sunday, Ash Wednesday, Holy Thursday, Good Friday, Easter Vigil, and holy days of obligation
• Reflection on the day’s gospel reading
• Catechetical connections between the responsorial psalm and the readings

978-0-8146-6465-0
Paperback, 208 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/2, $9.95 (1-5 copies); $7.95 net (6 or more copies)

978-0-8146-6489-6  eBook, $7.99
No returns accepted on this product.

Living Liturgy™
Sunday Missal 2021

Living Liturgy™ Sunday Missal combines essential liturgical content with the finest presentation on the market today. This annual, one-issue Sunday Mass pew missal is compatible with any hymnal program and affordably priced for parishes.

• Gospel reflection for each Sunday
• Readings and congregational dialogue in large, 13-point, bold type
• Two-color text in sense lines
• High-quality cover and paper
• Includes the Rite of the Liturgy of the Word and the Rite for Distributing Holy Communion Outside Mass

978-0-8146-6466-7
Paperback, 432 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/2, $2.95 net (50 or more copies); $4.95 net (6-49 copies); $9.95 (1-5 copies)

Price per subscription per year (one volume shipped annually). Shipping and handling additional. No returns accepted on this product.

Expert authors

Katy Beedle Rice is a catechist, writer, and a formation leader for the National Association of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd. She blogs about motherhood, ministry, and the Eucharist at blessedbrokenshared.blogspot.com.

Orin Johnson has been director of music ministries at Sts. Joachim and Ann Parish in St. Charles, Missouri, since 2012. He resides in St. Louis, Missouri, with his wife, Erin, and pet dog, Gracie.


Additional contributions by John R. Donahue, SJ; Amy Ekeh; Dennis Gunn, CFC; and John W. Martens.
Ponder
For all hearers and preachers of the Word

“Finding new, intriguing resources for pondering the Sunday lectionary readings each year can be a challenge. This book, aptly named, fits the bill for Year B. The author, an expert lay biblical scholar with pastoral sensitivity, offers concise, fresh observations of the Sunday readings guaranteed to foster good reflection. Liturgical Press continues its excellent track record of offering resources for the liturgical year that are at once reliable and innovative.”

Fr. Ronald D. Witherup, PSS
Scripture scholar and superior general of the Sulpicians

Ponder is a versatile resource for all who want to mine the richness of the Sunday Scriptures:

PREACHERS will find essential, concise commentary on all Sunday readings, along with fresh, meaningful reflection points for shaping homily content.

INDIVIDUALS will find all they need for deeply pondering the Sunday lectionary, including guidance on how to pray with the readings using lectio divina.

SMALL GROUPS will find all the content and tools they need to pray, discuss, and reflect together throughout the liturgical year.

Mahri Leonard-Fleckman
Ponder: Contemplative Bible Study for Year B

Mahri Leonard-Fleckman is assistant professor of Hebrew Bible in the Religious Studies Department at the College of the Holy Cross. She is a contributor to Give Us This Day (Liturgical Press), the co-author of Ruth in the Wisdom Commentary Series (Liturgical Press), and the author of The House of David: Between Political Formation and Literary Revision (Fortress Press). Leonard-Fleckman has years of experience as a Bible study facilitator at her home parish in Worcester, Massachusetts.
Immerse yourself in the Sunday Scriptures with *Ponder*.

- All Sunday readings are included, along with commentary and reflection points.

- *Lectio divina* and Ignatian contemplation are incorporated as a method for praying with the readings alone or with a group.

- Perfect for homilists, preaching workshops, personal prayer, Bible study, *Breaking Open the Word*, and more!

---

**Ponder**

CONTEMPLATIVE BIBLE STUDY

YEAR B

MAHRI LEONARD-FLECKMAN

---

978-0-8146-6500-8
Paperback, 296 pp., 6 x 9
$24.95 (1-4 copies)
$19.95 net (5-9 copies)
$17.45 net (10 or more copies)

978-0-8146-6525-1
eBook, $19.99

---

Forthcoming volumes: Year C and Year A

Coming 2021!

Coming 2022!

---

To preview this resource, visit: LittleRockScripture.org/Ponder
The Stations of the Cross in Atonement for Abuse and for the Healing of All

Paul Turner, art by Ronald Patrick Raab, CSC

978-0-8146-6563-3  Paperback, 44 pp., 5 x 7
1-19 copies, $4.95; 20-99 copies, $3.45 net; 100 or more copies, $1.99 net
978-0-8146-6587-9  eBook, $2.99
Available December 2020

Paul Turner is pastor of the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception in Kansas City, Missouri and director of the Office of Divine Worship for the Diocese of Kansas City-St. Joseph. He holds a doctorate in sacred theology from Sant’ Anselmo in Rome. His publications include Glory in the Cross, Let Us Pray, Inseparable Love, One Love, Whose Mass Is It? Light in the Darkness, and When Other Christians Become Catholic, all published by Liturgical Press. He is a contributor to Give Us This Day.

Ronald Patrick Raab, CSC, ministers among the vulnerable and marginalized of society and the Church. From his experiences in living the Gospel among the poor, he speaks and writes about prayer and service and knowing the love of God through our common poverty. He is active as a retreat director, blogger, award-winning author, and visual artist. Fr. Ron serves as pastor of Sacred Heart Parish, Colorado Springs, Colorado. He is a contributor to Give Us This Day.

Seamlessly woven with Scripture, these Stations give voice to the anguish of the abused and abandoned, the confession of complicit clergy and the pleading of God’s people. Paul Turner’s text unites us in a meditation on the Passion in atonement for sins associated with the sexual abuse of our children and with a heartfelt plea for mercy and healing.”

Rev. Austin Fleming blogs at ConcordPastor.blogspot.com
The Advent Wreath
Blessings and Prayers for Families and Households

Jay Cormier

“The Stations of the Cross have always had the power to help people find light and hope in the midst of suffering. Where we encounter the cross in life, we also find Jesus with us. This adaptation of the Stations to the suffering of those who have been sexually abused and betrayed, along with the grief and shame shared within the Body of Christ, is a much needed aid to encountering the redemptive grace of healing that can only be found in God.”

Most Reverend James V. Johnston, Jr.
Bishop of Kansas City-St. Joseph
Chair-elect, USCCB Committee for the Protection of Children and Young People

“In the traditional devotion of the Stations of the Cross, we are invited to contemplate and reflect on the suffering of Jesus in his journey towards death. Fr. Paul and Fr. Ron plunge us into a deeper and even more confronting experience of contemporary suffering—that of the victims of abuse in the wounded body of Christ, the Church. The unflinchingly honest words and searing images of this prayer experience will move the participant deeply, while offering a powerful and liberating pathway to healing and transformation. I highly recommend this book to all who have suffered, directly or indirectly, in this traumatic episode in the life of our Catholic community.”

Rev. Jim Clarke, PhD
Director of New Evangelization
Archdiocese of Los Angeles

The Advent wreath symbolizes the passage of time during the four weeks leading to Christmas. Jay Cormier encourages individuals and families to not just admire their home wreath, but to pray together around the wreath throughout the season. This popular leaflet has been updated in full-color to include revised prayers and Scripture text from the New American Bible, Revised Edition. Three-minute prayer services for each week of Advent, as well as Christmas Eve, are offered to prepare hearts for the coming of Christ.

978-0-8146-6569-5  Leaflet, 12 pp., 3 ½ x 8 ½
1-49 copies, $1.00 each
50-99 copies, $0.75 net each
100 or more copies, $0.60 net each
978-0-8146-6593-0  eBook, $.49

Jay Cormier, DMin, is editor of Connections, a monthly newsletter of ideas and resources for homilists and preachers. He is also an adjunct professor of humanities and communications at St. Anselm College in Manchester, New Hampshire, and leads workshops for clergy and laity in preaching skills and liturgy. Cormier has contributed to many religious journals including America, Worship, and U.S. Catholic and is the author of several books, including The Deacon’s Ministry of the Word and previous editions of Waiting in Joyful Hope: Daily Reflections for Advent and Christmas and Not by Bread Alone: Daily Reflections for Lent, published by Liturgical Press.
Prayer Takes Us Home

The Theology and Practice of Christian Prayer

Gerhard Lohfink

Translated by Linda M. Maloney

Many people would like to learn to pray all over again. Others are not so sure they ought to pray. They want to know whether prayer will help them and, more than that, whether it will be of any use at all to our world.

This book gives an answer—not in the form of glib instructions, but by introducing the reader to the theology of prayer. It refers again and again to the Bible, especially the Psalms. At the same time, it speaks about personal experiences as well. Gerhard Lohfink writes in inviting, easy-to-read language, answering questions such as:

“To whom do we pray?”

“Does it make any sense to ask for things in prayer?”

“What happens in the Eucharistic Prayer?”

“What is so special about the Psalms?”

“How can I practice Christian meditation?”

This book offers an inviting approach to Christian prayer.

“This gorgeous book, rich in wisdom, will change the way readers understand and experience prayer.”

Mahri Leonard-Fleckman, College of the Holy Cross

Gerhard Lohfink was professor of New Testament exegesis at the University of Tübingen. Since 1986, he has lived and worked as a theologian for the Catholic Integrated Community. His many books include No Irrelevant Jesus, Jesus of Nazareth, Does God Need the Church?, Is This All There Is?, and The Our Father, all from Liturgical Press.
Shepherds and Fishermen
Spiritual Exercises for Bishops, Priests, and Religious
Raniero Cantalamessa, OFM Cap; translated by Marsha Daigle-Williamson and Patrick McSherry, OFM Cap; Foreword by Archbishop José Gomez

Fr. Raniero Cantalamessa, OFM Cap, preacher to the papal household for over forty years, graciously accepted Pope Francis’ invitation to lead a six-day retreat for the bishops of the United States in January, 2019. *Shepherds and Fishermen* contains the reflections and meditations that guided this gathering, presented in an accessible format for groups and individuals seeking spiritual and ministerial inspiration.

*Shepherds and Fishermen* lifts up the words of Mark 3:14: “He appointed twelve that they might be with him and he might send them forth to preach.” Reflections and meditations offered in lectio divina, homilies, and liturgies focus on what it means to “be with Jesus” while also “going forth to preach.” Retreatants will reflect upon the ways their ministry is dependent upon both personal sanctification and pastoral activity.

The twenty-six Scripturally-based and culturally-relevant meditations makes *Shepherds and Fishermen* an ideal companion for a self-directed retreat or a prolonged spiritual exercise.

978-0-8146-6641-8 Paperback, 280 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ½, $29.95
978-0-8146-6642-5 eBook, $19.99
Available November 2020

Raniero Cantalamessa, OFM Cap, taught the history of Christian origins at the Catholic University of Milan and served on the International Theological Commission. He devotes his ministry to preaching and writing, and since 1980 he has been the Preacher to the Papal Household. Cantalamessa is author of *Jesus Began to Preach: The Mystery of God’s Word; Come, Creator Spirit; Mary: Mirror of the Church; The Eucharist: Our Sanctification; Easter: Meditations on the Resurrection; The Holy Spirit in the Life of Jesus; The Mystery of Easter; The Mystery of Pentecost; and Life in Christ* (all published by Liturgical Press).
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NEW TITLES

Respond in Love
Wedding Processionals with Entrance Antiphons

Luke D. Rosen

Respond in Love seamlessly marries six of the most popular wedding processionals with the Entrance Antiphons from The Roman Missal, Third Edition. Liturgically sound and musically pleasing, each processional encourages assembly participation in praying the antiphons with simple, recognizable, and singable melodies. Each Antiphon can be prayed as a vocal solo or call-and-response. This resource pairs perfectly with The Order of Celebrating Matrimony, Second Edition.

Respond in Love is scored for cantor/congregation, keyboard, guitar, two C instruments, and two B-flat instruments. Assembly reprint files are available on One License for easy insertion of congregation parts into wedding programs.

Luke D. Rosen is a composer, conductor, singer, pianist, and educator. He has served as the Director of Music Ministry at Corpus Christi University Parish in Toledo, Ohio since 2000.

“Something wonderful happens when a composer both understands the heritage of church music and writes to enable a singing assembly to take part in the Church’s ritual prayer. From long pastoral experience, Luke Rosen clearly knows what many brides and grooms choose for their processional music. He has seamlessly yoked six of these popular selections to a simple call-and-response version of the three Entrance Antiphons assigned to the three formularies for the celebration of Matrimony in the Ordinary Form of the Roman Rite. This fusion should promote both festivity as the wedding party walks down the aisle and community prayer as the assembly responds by rote to the phrases of the cantor. I can only hope that Luke’s creativity would inspire other composers to develop similar creative solutions to what may be experienced as ritual problems in celebrating the Church’s liturgy.”

Fr. J. Michael Joncas

“Respond in Love . . . What a breath of fresh air for anyone involved in planning music for weddings! I wasn’t sure what to expect upon hearing this—but was thrilled to see the time, creativity, and musicianship Luke has put into this. It will definitely prove useful for everyone now, and in the years to come.”

Meredith Dean Augustin
Director of Music Ministries
Church of St. Francis of Assisi, New York City
Commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the promulgation of The Roman Missal (1970), With One Spirit embarks on a significant investigation into the history of this text and the principles that impacted its development. In particular, Lamberts examines whether and how The Roman Missal encourages the active participation of the faithful in the liturgy demanded by the Second Vatican Council. Considering this pastoral and theological context, With One Spirit offers a commentary of the possibilities and limitations of the Missal’s encouragement of active participation, and formulates suggestions and improvements to realize true communal Eucharistic celebrations.

“Over the years much ink has been spilled over the interpretation of the term participatio actuosa. This book looks at the term critically within the context of Vatican II, most especially the Constitution on the Divine Liturgy. Prescinding from the stated aim of the Council that all the baptized have the right and duty to participate fully, consciously and actively in the liturgy, the author moves to the central point that the liturgy is an ecclesial event—a matter for the entire Church. The second part of the book gives good practical examples how this is achieved in the Eucharistic liturgy according to the Roman Missal. He reminds the reader that full, conscious and active participation is still one of the primary and enduring goals of the reformed liturgy envisaged by Vatican II.”

Michael S. Driscoll
Professor emeritus of liturgy and sacramental theology
University of Notre Dame
Words of Scripture. Symbols of faith. Do you ever wonder what they really have to do with you? Can they truly help to interpret human experiences and change hearts? Does the metaphor of life as a journey make sense to you? Mark A. Villano’s latest book offers a path into questions like these. Delve into the spiritual insights that have guided human beings for millennia in order to better appreciate the significance and power they hold. Discover more about what it means to be a disciple of Jesus, who meets us where we are and guides us along the diverse spiritual landscapes of life. The invitations of grace are all around us. We’re all called to participate in the life-changing mystery of Christ.

Consider this book as a daily “retreat,” an invitation to let go of the noise around us and to simply listen. See it as a travelling companion on the most important journey of our lives.

“Mark A. Villano has the extraordinary talent of writing in a way that captures the interest of those who desire to move closer to Christ. Journey to Jerusalem uses Scripture, personal stories, and reflections to help us prepare to meet the Lord with resurrected faith. Are you looking for a fuller, deeper life? Let this book be your companion.”

Ron Rolheiser, OMI, author of Sacred Fire: A Vision for a Deeper Human and Christian Maturity

“Villano has creatively crafted an enriching and nourishing companion. Journey to Jerusalem is both practical and inspiring. It is an invaluable resource for individual readers, ministry leaders, parish groups, teachers, catechists, young adults, clergy and more.”

Edith Prendergast, RSC, author of Grace Abounds: A Call to Awaken and Renew Your Faith
Biblical scholar and seasoned pilgrimage guide Stephen J. Binz offers an up-to-date handbook for experiencing the sites of the Holy Land as a disciple of Jesus. Whether contemplating future travel, on the road of pilgrimage, savoring memories of a past trip, or journeying in mind and heart from an armchair, readers will explore the nature of pilgrimage and encounter the places of the Holy Land from a biblical, historical, meditative, and prayerful perspective. This guide will enable Christians to walk in the footsteps of Jesus, confident that their pilgrimage will be both an educational journey and a transforming spiritual experience.

Holy Land Pilgrimage
Stephen J. Binz

“Stephen Binz’s book comes at a most opportune time. Few are better qualified than Stephen to lead us through the Holy Land in a way that brings out both history and spirituality that is applicable to our modern times today.”

John Michael Talbot, musician, author, and founder of The Brothers and Sisters of Charity, Little Portion Hermitage

“A marvelous guide for pilgrims to the Holy Land that combines history, personal reflection, and prayers and meditations designed for the holy sites. Stephen Binz’s inviting and accessible book will be a great asset to anyone wanting to explore the land often known as the Fifth Gospel.”

James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage

978-0-8146-6512-1  Paperback, 320 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-6537-4  eBook, $16.99
Available October 2020

Stephen J. Binz is a biblical scholar, award-winning author of many books on the Bible and pilgrimage, and a sought-after speaker, offering keynotes, seminars, and workshops at conferences and churches. He often leads pilgrimages to biblical sites and sacred places throughout the world. Stephen earned graduate degrees at the Pontifical Gregorian University and the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome, with additional studies at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. For information about his publications, speaking topics, pilgrimages, and contact information, go to his website at www.Bridge-B.com.

See page 21 for more titles by Stephen Binz.
James Martin, SJ
In the Company of Jesus
Jon M. Sweeney

Fr. James Martin, SJ, is one of the most recognized Catholic priests in the United States. In this compelling narrative, award-winning writer Jon Sweeney probes Martin’s early life, his experiences as a corporate executive, his call to religious life, his ministry and spirituality, his feelings about both the adoration and the criticism he receives from so many, and much more. Readers will come away with a much better understanding of one of today’s most interesting and influential Catholics.

“In James Martin is one of the most important voices in Christian spirituality today and Jon Sweeney’s story of his life and his work will, I promise, make you want to be a better person. We need to define what Christian discipleship means in the present moment. This book will help you do that.”
Ronald Rolheiser, author of The Holy Longing and Domestic Monastery

Jon M. Sweeney is an independent scholar and one of religion’s most respected writers. His many books include The Pope Who Quit, which was optioned by HBO; and The Pope’s Cat, a popular fiction series for children. He edited A Course in Christian Mysticism by Thomas Merton, published by Liturgical Press. Sweeney writes regularly for America in the US, and The Tablet in the UK. He is the publisher at Paraclete Press in Massachusetts, and lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin with his wife and daughters.

Theodore Hesburgh, CSC
Bridge Builder
Edward P. Hahnenberg

This new biography is the first to tell the story of the spirituality that shaped one of the twentieth century’s most distinguished public servants. It celebrates Fr. Theodore Hesburgh as a civil-rights hero, a visionary leader, and a consistent moral voice in tumultuous times. As a lifelong advocate for racial justice, Hesburgh spent his life bringing people together. This is a story to inspire all those who strive to live out their faith in the midst of a deeply divided world.

“Edward Hahnenberg tells Hesburgh’s rich story as a man of the center, mediating differences and seeking common ground and common goods. This book will help us to recover something of Father Ted’s hopeful American and Christian faith in God and one another.”
David J. O’Brien, Professor Emeritus, College of the Holy Cross

“Reading this elegant biography will make those of us who knew Father Ted miss him all the more, and those that never met him wish they had. Hesburgh’s unparalleled ability to build bridges across polarizing divides, so richly described by Hahnenberg, should prompt contemporary Americans both to admire his legacy—and to emulate his approach.”
Kathleen Sprows Cummings, Professor of American Studies and History, University of Notre Dame

Edward P. Hahnenberg holds the Jack and Mary Jane Breen Chair in Catholic Systematic Theology at John Carroll University. He is the author of Awakening Vocation: A Theology of Christian Call and Theology for Ministry: An Introduction for Lay Ministers, and coeditor of A Church with Open Doors: Catholic Ecclesiology for the Third Millennium published by Liturgical Press. He is a contributor to Give Us This Day.

PeopleOfGodBooks.org
Nicholas Black Elk
Medicine Man, Catechist, Saint
Jon M. Sweeney
Nicholas Black Elk, a traditional Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux, is revered among his Native people and those who continue to share his legacy as a beacon of hope, mystic, medicine man, and catechist. His journey reflects his lifelong search for spiritual truth and the desire to share his vision of unity and love for one another. More people than ever are now discovering this extraordinary man whose cause for canonization is now underway at the Vatican. This is his full story.

"Sweeney harnesses his gifts as a storyteller and puts Nicholas Black Elk where he belongs: with the greatest saints and mystics of the Christian tradition. A book for everyone, whether those looking for an introduction to Black Elk’s life or experts looking to see unseen facets of his witness."

Damian Costello, author of Black Elk: Colonialism and Lakota Catholicism, vice-postulator of the cause of canonization for Nicholas Black Elk

800-858-5450  LITURGICAL PRESS

Jon M. Sweeney

Augustus Tolton
The Church Is the True Liberator
Joyce Duriga
978-0-8146-4474-4 128 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4498-0  $11.99
B4474 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Shahbaz Bhatti
Martyr of the Suffering Church
John L. Allen Jr.
978-0-8146-4623-6 120 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4648-9  $11.99
B4468 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Paul VI
Pilgrim Pope
Michael Collins
978-0-8146-4669-4 148 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4693-9  $11.99
B4469 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Francis
Bishop of Rome: Second Edition
Michael Collins
978-0-8146-3730-2 120 pp., $12.95
978-0-8146-3733-9  $11.99
B3733 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Helen Prejean
Death Row’s Nun
Joyce Duriga
Foreword by Robert Ellisberg
978-0-8146-4653-2 112 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4678-9  $11.99
B4463 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

John XXIII
The Medicine of Mercy
Massimo Faggioli
978-0-8146-4951-0 160 pp., $12.95
978-0-8146-4976-3  $11.99
B4951 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Rosemary Nyirumbe
Sewing Hope in Uganda
Maria Ruiz Saperlanda
978-0-8146-4463-8 168 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4486-7  $11.99
B4463 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Elizabeth Johnson
Questing for God
Hedi Schlumpf
978-0-8146-4817-9 150 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4842-1  $11.99
B4817 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Thea Bowman
Faithful and Free
Maurice J. Nutt, CSSR
978-0-8146-4608-3 152 pp., $16.95
978-0-8146-4632-8  $11.99
B4608 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $19.49

Corita Kent
Gentle Revolutionary of the Heart
Rose Pacatte, FSP
978-0-8146-4662-5 136 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4688-6  $11.99
B4662 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Paul Farmer
Servant to the Poor
Jennie Weiss Block
978-0-8146-4574-1 200 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4550-0  $11.99
B4574 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Daniel Rudd
Calling a Church to Justice
Gary C. Agee
978-0-8146-4525-3 144 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4598-4  $11.99
B4525 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Dorothy Day
Love in Action
Patrick Jordan
978-0-8146-3730-3 144 pp., $16.95
978-0-8146-3728-9  $11.99
B3703 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $19.49
Rights: World, except Canada

Thomas Merton
Faithful Visionary
Michael W. Higgins
978-0-8146-3707-7 136 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-3731-9  $11.99
B3706 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Rutilio Grande
A Table for All
Rhina CVSais
978-0-8146-4596-2 132 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4589-5  $11.99
B4564 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Martin Sheen
Pilgrim on the Way
Rose Pacatte, FSP
978-0-8146-3712-8 152 pp., $12.95
978-0-8146-3728-6  $11.99
B3712 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $14.49
Rights: World, except Canada

Flannery O’Connor
Fiction Fired by Faith
Angela Alimoni O’Donnell
978-0-8146-3701-2 152 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-3737-1  $11.99
B3701 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49
Rights: World, except Canada

Joseph Bernardin
Seeking Common Ground
Steven P. Millies
978-0-8146-4806-3 152 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4841-5  $11.99
B4806 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49

Oscar Romero
Love Must Win Out
Kevin Clarke
978-0-8146-3757-9 164 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-3762-1  $11.99
B3757 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $16.49
Rights: World, except Canada

Luis Antonio Tagle
Leading by Listening
Cindy Wooden
978-0-8146-3717-3 104 pp., $12.95
978-0-8146-3742-5  $9.99
B3717 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $14.49
Rights: World, except Canada, France, Italy, and the Philippines

All books are paperback, 5 ⅜ x 8 ⅝.

Sign up for a Standing Order and SAVE 25%! To place a Standing Order for the People of God series, simply call us toll-free at 1-800-858-5450. Volumes will be billed at a savings of 25% off the cover price and shipped to you as they are published. Shipping charges are additional.
ALIVE IN THE WORD

Brief books—flexible for individual or group use.

Read, reflect, pray, and discuss—it’s all here!

Finding Peace
Letting Go of Stress and Worry

“Life is stressful. But that doesn’t mean we can’t find peace. I hope this book can offer a new perspective and a new focus: love is the greatest antidote to stress and worry.” —Amy Ekeh

978-0-8146-6402-5
978-0-8146-6426-1 e-Book

Grief
Finding Hope in Sorrow

“Once we have suffered the loss of someone we love, we wonder how to go on living. While grief never ends completely, it can evolve as it leads us into new life beyond sorrow.” —Laura Kelly Fanucci

978-0-8146-4503-1
978-0-8146-4528-4 e-Book

Each volume is paperback, approximately 40 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ¼

1-5 copies $7.95 each
6-15 copies $5.95 net each
16+ copies $3.95 net each

eBooks: $6.99 each

For more titles in this series, visit
LittleRockScripture.org/AITW
The Gospel According to Mark
Marie Noonan Sabin with Little Rock Scripture Study Staff
The Gospel of Mark is a vivid account of the ministry, suffering, and death of Jesus. Enter into a rich encounter with this preacher, wonder-worker, and Messiah, whose very life delivered an urgent message about repentance, transformation, and the meaning of suffering in a life poured out for others.
Part One covers Mark 1:1–9:32, providing an in-depth study of Jesus’ ministry of healing and preaching. 5 lessons.
978-0-8146-6519-0  eBook
978-0-8146-6544-2 DVD wrap-up lectures
Available September 2020

Part Two explores Mark 9:33–16:20, including Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem and the events of his passion, death, and resurrection. 4 lessons.
978-0-8146-6523-7  eBook
978-0-8146-6545-9 DVD wrap-up lectures
Available December 2020

The Infancy Narratives of Jesus
Stephen J. Binz with Little Rock Scripture Study Staff
The Infancy Narratives of Jesus explores the stories of the conception and birth of Jesus in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. With clear and insightful commentary, Stephen Binz helps readers understand the Old Testament background of these texts, the distinct themes and events of the two Gospel accounts, and the continuing relevance of these stories for us today. Deepen your longing for the Messiah’s coming as you encounter Jesus as Emmanuel, “God with us.” 3 lessons.
978-0-8146-6521-3  eBook
978-0-8146-6522-0 DVD wrap-up lectures
Available September 2020

The Passion and Resurrection Narratives of Jesus
Stephen J. Binz with Little Rock Scripture Study Staff
The Gospel stories of the passion and resurrection of Jesus are at the core of Christian faith, revealing the nature of God, the person of Jesus, and the path of every disciple. Explore these essential stories in the unique accounts of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John with reliable guide Stephen Binz, and embrace the cross and resurrection in your own life. Ideal for Lent/Easter study. 6 lessons.
978-0-8146-6523-7  eBook
978-0-8146-6524-4 DVD wrap-up lectures
Available December 2020

NEW EDITIONS
Catholic Bible Study for individuals and groups.
Now with free online lectures!
“Magnificent.” “A true labor of scholarship and love.”
“Best layout.” “Everything necessary for a successful
encounter with God’s Word.”
“The most reliable of companions.” “Game Changer”
“Every time I read I find something new.” “All-in-one-resource.”

**LITTLE ROCK CATHOLIC STUDY BIBLE**

A Study Bible has extra features and tools that help
you understand the Scripture texts you are reading.

The Little Rock Catholic Study Bible includes:

- Full text of the New American Bible, Revised Edition
- Footnotes offer historical, cultural, and
theological background on Bible texts—written by
a team of scholars and approved by the U.S. bishops
- Full color timeline and maps
- Informative articles and summaries
- Charts, definitions, and other features
- Prayer starters to help you pray with the Word

2,668 pages
Trim size: 6 ⅜ x 8 ⅝
eBooks also available.

**Great for RCIA!**

**LITTLE ROCK CATHOLIC STUDY BIBLE**

Great for RCIA!

The Little Rock Catholic Study Bible includes:

- Full text of the New American Bible, Revised Edition
- Footnotes offer historical, cultural, and
theological background on Bible texts—written by
a team of scholars and approved by the U.S. bishops
- Full color timeline and maps
- Informative articles and summaries
- Charts, definitions, and other features
- Prayer starters to help you pray with the Word

2,668 pages
Trim size: 6 ⅜ x 8 ⅝
eBooks also available.

**Call for bulk pricing.**
LittleRockScripture.org/Bible | 800-858-5434

Deluxe Edition
987-0-8146-0-3649-7
$89.95

Hardcover
987-0-8146-0-3648-0
$59.95

Paperback
987-0-8146-0-2679-5
$49.95

LittleRockScripture.org
OLD TESTAMENT

1. Introduction to the Bible 978-0-8146-2835-5
   Gregory W. Dawes, $12.95
2. Genesis 978-0-8146-2836-2  Joan E. Cook, SC, $9.95
3. Exodus 978-0-8146-2837-9  Mark S. Smith, $6.95
4. Leviticus 978-0-8146-2838-6  J. Edward Owens, OSST, $6.95
5. Numbers 978-0-8146-2839-3  Irene Nowell, OSB, $6.95
6. Deuteronomy 978-0-8146-2840-9  J. Edward Owens, OSST, $6.95
7. Joshua, Judges 978-0-8146-2841-6  Roland J. Foley, TOR, $6.95
8. First and Second Samuel 978-0-8146-2842-3  Rev. Feidhlimidh T. Magennis, $6.95
9. First and Second Kings 978-0-8146-2843-0  Alice L. Laflin, $6.95
10. First and Second Chronicles 978-0-8146-2844-7  John C. Endres, SJ, $6.95
11. Ezra, Nehemiah 978-0-8146-2845-4  Thomas M. Bolin, $6.95
12. First and Second Maccabees 978-0-8146-2846-1  Daniel J. Harrington, SJ, $14.95
13. Isaiah 978-0-8146-2847-8  Leslie J. Hoppe, OFM, $12.95
16. Ezekiel, Daniel 978-0-8146-2850-8  Corrine L. Carvalho and Paul V. Niskanen, $12.95
17. Joel, Obadiah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi 978-0-8146-2851-5  John J. Collins, $6.95
18. Proverbs 978-0-8146-2852-2  Katherine M. Hayes, $14.95
19. Job 978-0-8146-2853-9  Kathleen M. O’Connor, $9.95
20. Wisdom 978-0-8146-2854-6  Richard J. Clifford, SJ, $6.95
21. Sirach 978-0-8146-2855-3  Jeremy Corley, $12.95
22. Psalms 1–72 978-0-8146-2857-7  Dianne Bergant, CSA, $14.95
23. Psalms 73–150 978-0-8146-2856-0  Dianne Bergant, CSA, $14.95
25. Jonah, Tobit, Judith 978-0-8146-2859-1  Irene Nowell, OSB, $12.95

NEW TESTAMENT

5. Acts of the Apostles 978-0-8146-2864-3  Dennis Hamm, SJ, $9.95
6. Galatians and Romans 978-0-8146-2865-2  Robert J. Karris, OFM, $6.95
7. First and Second Corinthians 978-0-8146-2866-9  Maria A. Pascuzzi, $9.95
8. First Thessalonians, Philippians, Second Thessalonians, Colossians, Ephesians 978-0-8146-2867-6  Vincent M. Smiles, $12.95
9. First and Second Timothy, Titus, Philemon 978-0-8146-2868-3  Terence J. Keogan, OP, $6.95
10. James, First Peter, Jude, Second Peter 978-0-8146-2869-0  Patrick J. Hartin, $12.95
11. The Letter to the Hebrews 978-0-8146-2870-6  Daniel J. Harrington, SJ, $9.95
12. The Book of Revelation 978-0-8146-2885-0  Catherine A. Cory, $9.95

NEW COLLEGEVILLE BIBLE COMMENTARY

One-Volume Edition
Daniel Durken, OSB, Series Editor
The completion of all thirty-seven volumes of the New Collegeville Bible Commentary means an important resource is fully available to all who wish to delve more deeply into the Word of God. The one-volume, hardcover edition brings together every volume into a single, accessible guide to the entire Bible in a convenient, attractive, and lasting format.
978-0-8146-4659-5  Hardcover with dust jacket, 1,552 pp., $79.95
978-0-8146-4683-0  eBook, $64.99

Two-Volume—Old and New Testament
Concise and accessible, this two-volume paperback set includes individual volumes of the complete Old Testament and New Testament.

Two-Volume—Old and New Testament Set
978-0-8146-4740-0  Paperback, 2,608 pp., $64.95 net

Old Testament
978-0-8146-3580-3  Paperback, 1,696 pp., $44.95
978-0-8146-3587-2  eBook, $35.99

New Testament
978-0-8146-3260-4  Paperback, 912 pp., $29.95
978-0-8146-4512-3  eBook, $23.99
Unfolding the Mystery of Christ
Sunday by Sunday Formation of Catechumens
Eliot Kapitan

“With its blend of personal witness, teachings of the Church, and very practical suggestions and models, this text would benefit any parish’s initiation ministry. You will come away from it not only with the inspiration to want to do better for those who participate in the RCIA, but also equipped to do so. Thank you for this wonderful gift!”

Matthew Miller, Director, Office of Worship, Diocese of Evansville
978-0-8146-6355-8  Paperback, 160 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-6350-3  eBook, $15.99

Divine Blessing
Liturgical Formation in the RCIA
Timothy P. O’Malley

“Divine Blessing offers initiation ministers a deeper level of understanding of liturgical catechesis for every period of the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults. This book is excellent reading for students and ministers willing to enter into the daring waters of an ocean filled with possibilities.”

Pastoral Liturgy
978-0-8146-6361-5  Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-6365-9  eBook, $14.99

A Vision for Conversion
Eight Steps to Radically Change Your RCIA Process
Leisa Anslinger

“Anslinger does a masterful job of weaving dogmatic theology into her underlying presentation, and her passion for evangelization and conversion is palpable.”

Catholic Library World
978-0-8146-4415-7  Paperback, 112 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-4440-9  eBook, $14.99

Your Parish Is the Curriculum
RCIA in the Midst of the Community
Diana Macalintal

“Your Parish Is the Curriculum is a readable, concise, realistic, invigorating view of the entire formation and celebration of the RCIA. Whether you are new or experienced in this ministry, you will find fresh ideas and gain total confidence in the joyful task of helping interested adults join the Catholic family.”

Fr. Paul Turner, Pastor, Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Kansas City, Missouri
978-0-8146-4465-2  Paperback, 142 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4488-1  eBook, $15.99

Seek the Living God
Five RCIA Inquiry Questions for Making Disciples
Nick Wagner

“Wagner’s question-asking model tailors the experience to the needs of the seeker, allowing the RCIA leader to become less of a Catholic ‘expert’ and more of a mentor or coach who helps guide the inquirer through their journey of gathering the information they need not only to join the Church, but to become lifelong disciples.”

The Priest
978-0-8146-4516-1  Paperback, 130 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-4540-6  eBook, $14.99

Field Hospital Catechesis
The Core Content for RCIA Formation
Nick Wagner

“So often our contemporary Church is lured away from the wisdom of lived experience by the newest and shiniest ‘program’ on how to enliven our parishes. Nick starts with what the Church teaches, and he stays the course regarding his solid experience on presenting the richness of the RCIA process for changing hearts. Nick lays out the fact that the RCIA process is not about knowledge only, but about discipleship.”

Dean Daniels, Office for Worship, Archdiocese of Milwaukee
978-0-8146-4466-9  Paperback, 122 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-4489-8  eBook, $14.99
THE ORDER OF BAPTISM OF CHILDREN

Second Edition

A handsomely bound, gold and silver-stamped book, *The Order of Baptism of Children, Second Edition*, contains the texts for the new, revised order plus the optional rites including the Order of Baptism of Children within Mass. It features the official ritual for several children and one child; parts clearly marked for the celebrant, parents, and godparents; an explanation of the sacrament; and appropriate Scripture readings.

The second edition contains large, easy-to-read type and is printed in two colors to help distinguish the parts for the celebrant, parents, and godparents. Three elegant ribbon markers assure easy use.

**The Order of Baptism of Children**

978-0-8146-6509-1 Hardcover, 192 pp., 7 ¼ x 10 ½, $39.95

Rights: US

**The Order of Baptism of Children**

978-0-8146-6534-3 Hardcover/Tapa dura, 368 pp., 7 ¼ x 10 ½, $49.95

Rights: US

**The Order of Baptism of Children**

978-0-8146-3327-4 Hardcover, 176 págs./pp., 7 ¼ x 10 ½, $24.95 net

Rights: North America (Norteamérica)

**People’s Edition**—Bilingual Edition/Edición Bilingüe

978-0-8146-6554-1 Paperback/En rústica, 120 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ¼, $6.95

**For assembly participation**

The Order of Baptism of Children/
Ritual para el Bautismo de los Niños
Second Edition/Segunda Edición
People’s Edition/Edición del pueblo

The Order of Baptism of Children is presented in participation format for the use of the assembly. The second edition features the official ritual for several children and one child; parts clearly marked for the celebrant, parents, and godparents; an explanation of the sacrament; appropriate Scripture readings; and two-color printing throughout. The bilingual edition features Spanish and English facing pages so the assembly can actively participate by following along in the language of their choice.

Rights: US

**People’s Edition**—English

978-0-8146-6578-7 Paperback, 56 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ⅛, $4.95

**Edición del pueblo**—Bilingual Edition/Edición Bilingüe

978-0-8146-6554-1 Paperback/En rústica, 120 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ¼, $6.95

Available only in Spanish
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Stirring Waters
Feminist Liturgies for Justice
Diann L. Neu

“What an amazing resource of female wisdom and lived experience. Through ritual celebration, women all around the world can unite on those issues that matter most for the well-being of all life forms and the future of our planet.”

Miriam Therese Winter, PhD
Medical Mission Sister

“Stirring Waters is exactly what the church needs right now: an inclusive, creative, thoughtful resource that draws deeply from the wells of women, past and present.”

Jessie Bazan, MDiv, editor and co-author of Dear Joan Chittister: Conversations with Women in the Church

“These powerful and moving liturgies help us form tangible justice-making in community. Once again, Neu gives us a powerful resource for head and heart.”

Emilie M. Townes, Dean and E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Professor of Womanist Ethics and Society
Vanderbilt University School of Theology

Diann L. Neu is cofounder and codirector of WATER, the Women’s Alliance for Theology, Ethics, and Ritual, in Silver Spring, Maryland. A feminist liturgist and licensed psychotherapist, Diann lectures, teaches, and conducts workshops and has published numerous articles on feminist approaches to liturgy, spirituality, and therapy as well as books of rituals.

978-0-8146-6135-5 Hardcover with dust jacket, 352 pp., 7 x 10, $39.95
978-0-8146-6496-4 eBook, $34.99

See page 49 for more titles in this collection.
The Glenstal Companion to the Readings of the Easter Vigil
Edited by Luke Macnamara, OSB, and Martin Browne, OSB

“This companion will help those who participate regularly in the Easter Vigil to derive more understanding from the Word of God, and it will invite those unfamiliar with the Vigil to participate in a marvel that they have been missing.”
Fr. Paul Turner
Pastor, Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Kansas City Missouri

“Simply the finest collection currently available for a pastoral exploration of the ‘Mother of All Vigils.’ A non-negotiable must for every preacher’s bookshelf.”
Guerric DeBona, OSB
Saint Meinrad Seminary and School of Theology

From the People of God series

James Martin, SJ
In the Company of Jesus
Jon M. Sweeney

“Jon Sweeney’s story of James Martin’s life and his work will, I promise, make you want to be a better person. We need to define what Christian discipleship means in the present moment. This book will help you do that”
Ronald Rolheiser, author of The Holy Longing and Domestic Monastery

“Sweeney’s fastidious research and elegant prose make this a page turner I read with relish and finished with regret. It’s a gift to nonbelievers as well as Catholics, lapsed and devout.”
Mary Karr, poet and memoirist, author of The New York Times best sellers The Liars’ Club, Cherry, and Lit

Luke Macnamara, OSB, a monk of Glenstal Abbey, lectures in Scripture at St Patrick’s College, Maynooth.

Martin Browne, OSB, a monk of Glenstal and former headmaster of the Abbey school, is the Abbey bursar and liturgical master of ceremonies.

978-0-8146-6506-0
Paperback, 168 pp., 5 ¾ x 8 ¼, $24.95


Jon M. Sweeney is an independent scholar and editor of A Course in Christian Mysticism by Thomas Merton, published by Liturgical Press. Sweeney writes regularly for America and The Tablet, and is publisher and editor-in-chief at Paraclete Press.

978-0-8146-4417-1
Paperback, 208 pp., 5 ¾ x 8 ¼, $16.95

978-0-8146-4442-3 eBook, $11.99

B4417 Paperback/eBook Bundle, $19.49
LOOSE-LEAF LECTIONARY
Readings  
Homily Hints  
Prayers of the Faithful  
Daily Scripture Guides

- Includes the readings for Mass every day, accompanied by meaningful reflections on the Scriptures from experienced homilists
- Organized the way you organize your life—by date—and in a large, easy-to-read typeface so that proclamation is smooth and easy
- Thoughtfully crafted Prayers of the Faithful enhance the prayer experience

New subscriptions also include:
- Select readings for Votive/Ritual Masses
- The Introduction to the Lectionary

Annual subscription options:
(SENT QUARTERLY 4 issues)

Note: This product uses the Ceremonial Binder, sold separately.

Domestic:  
$84.95 per year  
Page size: 6 ½ x 9 ¾

International:  
$129.95 per year  
Page size: 6 ½ x 9 ¾

Large Print Edition—
Note: This product uses the Celebration Binder, sold separately.

Domestic:  
$124.95 per year  
Page size: 7 ½ x 11  
14-point type

International:  
$175.00 per year  
Page size: 7 ½ x 11

Standard Edition Binders

The five-ring Ceremonial Binders have padded covers and are gold-stamped on the front for an elegant appearance. Both binder designs feature the boosterless rings designed with attached ribbons. They include two page lifters.

$49.95* net (Includes two page lifters)
* Postage is additional—$7.00 minimum

Large Print Binder

Elegant Celebration Binder features three boosterless rings and is designed with three attached ribbons. Multi-use fits 8 ½ x 11 sheets of paper.

Binder only—no page lifters 978-0-8146-1702-1 $49.95 net*

Binder and page lifters 978-0-8146-3256-7 $54.95 net*
Page lifters are not sold separately.
* Postage is additional—$7.00 minimum

Current GST will be added to Canadian subscriptions.
A subscription cancellation takes effect with the next unshipped insert of quarterly readings.
Psallite Accompaniment/Vocal Edition Year B
Includes full accompaniments and vocal parts for all Sundays, solemnities, and major feast days of the liturgical year.
978-0-8146-3059-4
Plastic coil binding, 350 pp., $24.95

Walk in My Ways Year B
Accompaniments, along with reprintable antiphon graphics for 27 of the selections from Psallite composed for Liturgical Year B are included in the Accompaniment Book.
978-0-8146-3058-7
Accompaniment Edition, Paperback, 64 pp., $11.95
978-0-8146-7980-9 CD, 60 min., $16.95

Celebrate, Remember / Celebrar, Recordar
Bilingual Music for Weddings and Funerals / Musica Bilingüe para Bodas y Funerales
Includes three new pieces designed for the revised edition of the Rite of Marriage plus Spanish versions of three existing Psallite pieces, as well as four new pieces for funerals. All the new music in this volume has been composed bilingually in English and Spanish. Includes full keyboard and guitar accompaniments, assembly parts, cantor parts, and choir descants.
978-0-8146-4811-7
Accompaniment Edition/acompañamiento edición Paperback/en rústica, 64 pp./págs., $11.95
978-0-8146-7977-7 CD, 60 min., $16.95

The Psallite Mass: At the Table of the Lord
This multilingual (English, Spanish, Latin) Mass setting is written for congregation, cantor, choir, organ or piano, and guitar. This collection offers accessible music for the Sprinkling Rite, the Easter and Pentecost sequences, the Nicene and Apostles’ Creeds, and the Berakah Prayer during the Presentation of the Gifts.
978-0-8146-3406-6
Accompaniment Edition Paperback, 64 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-7970-8 CD, $16.95

For more information about Psallite resources, please visit litpress.org/psallite

Liturgical Press is a member publisher of OneLicense.net
Listen to Psallite on Spotify™

Visit litpress.org/music for more music resources
Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults
Ritual Edition
The first section of the ritual, marking the steps of the spiritual journey into the full communion of the Catholic Church, offers the procedures and periods that make up the full rite. The second section provides the necessary ritual for celebrating the rite in other forms. Ribbon markers and gold-stamped leather-like red cover make this ritual edition a handsome addition to the sanctuary.
978-0-8146-1592-8  Hardcover, 400 pp., 7 ¼ x 10 ½, $39.95
Rights: US

Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults
Study Edition
This paper-bound edition of the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults gives presiders and lay ministers an inexpensive way to thoroughly study the new rite while preserving the appearance of the Ritual Edition.
978-0-8146-1593-5  Paperback, 378 pp., 7 ¼ x 10 ½, $34.95
Rights: US

When Other Christians Become Catholic
Paul Turner
“This is an excellent overview of the program that will help pastors to train those who teach or sponsor candidates in the program, or who would like to explain the historical basis for revival of the catechumenate program at the parish level. It should be read by pastors and be on the shelves of seminary libraries.”
Catholic Library World
978-0-8146-6216-8  Paperback, 184 pp., 6 x 9, $23.95

Christian Initiation of Older Children
Sandra Figgess, RSCJ
“It’s an attractive book, user-friendly, and ought to be warmly received both by serious parents and those children who have been helped to find the journey exciting rather than scary.”
National Catholic Reporter
978-0-8146-2103-5  Paperback, 96 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ¼, $12.95
Rights: US and Canada

See more RCIA resources on page 24.
Let Us Pray
A Guide to the Rubrics of Sunday Mass

Updated to Conform with the Revised English Translation of The Roman Missal

This edition, thoroughly updated by the author to be in full continuity with the revised English translation of The Roman Missal, will be one that priests, liturgical ministers, planners, and students will want to keep close at hand.

Paul Turner offers us a concise and accessible guide to the post-Vatican II eucharistic liturgy, replete with a great deal of historical information. This book should provide an excellent guide for parish liturgy committees and anyone interested in gaining a fuller understanding of what we do when we come together for Eucharist.

John F. Baldowin, SJ
Boston College School of Theology and Ministry

978-0-8146-4867-4  Paperback, 136 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-4892-6  eBook, $11.99

Inseparable Love
Why People Care So Much about the Catholic Liturgy

“Paul Turner offers us a concise and accessible guide to the post-Vatican II eucharistic liturgy, replete with a great deal of historical information. This book should provide an excellent guide for parish liturgy committees and anyone interested in gaining a fuller understanding of what we do when we come together for Eucharist.”

John F. Baldowin, SJ
Boston College School of Theology and Ministry

978-0-8146-6270-0  Paperback, 184 pp., 6 x 9, $23.95
978-0-8146-6295-3  eBook, $18.99

Glory in the Cross
Holy Week in the Third Edition of The Roman Missal

“This book deserves a wide readership: liturgists, music directors, liturgy committees, priests, deacons, and all who have a substantial role in preparing some of the most beautiful liturgies during the liturgical year.”

Pastoral Liturgy

978-0-8146-6242-7  Paperback, 192 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-6258-8  eBook, $19.99

See page 10 for more by Paul Turner.
The Rites and Wrongs of Liturgy

Why Good Liturgy Matters
Thomas O’Loughlin
In this short book, Thomas O’Loughlin offers profound insights in a disarmingly colloquial argument, illustrated with recognizable scenes from inside and outside the church. Good liturgy, he tells us, says what it does and does what it says. The ten principles that expand this essential claim constitute a guide to excellent and joyful liturgical life, and a barometer for testing its truth and integrity.

Bridget Nichols
Lecturer in Anglicanism and Liturgy
Church of Ireland Theological Institute, Dublin
978-0-8146-4563-5 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 3/8 x 8 1/4, $16.95
978-0-8146-4588-8 eBook, $14.99

Rites of Passage

Preaching Baptisms, Weddings, and Funerals
Guérric DeBona, OSB, David Scotchie, and Francis L. Agnoli
“This is a unique and comprehensive text—nothing of its kind exists—an outstanding work; a work that is long overdue, and one that is desperately needed. DeBona, Scotchie, and Agnoli are providing an essential tool for all of us who preside, officiate, and minister at baptisms, weddings, and funerals.”

Deacon David J. Shea, DMin
978-0-8146-4519-2 Paperback, 288 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
978-0-8146-4543-7 eBook, $27.99

A Season of Little Sacraments

Christmas Commotion, Advent Grace
Susan H. Swetnam
“While many books advise readers to swim upstream during Advent by not putting up the tree or not sending cards to family and friends until Christmas Eve, Susan Swetnam’s book takes a different approach, one that helps Catholics both embrace and reverently celebrate the craziness and the sacredness of the season.”

Our Sunday Visitor
978-0-8146-4672-4 Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 8, $14.95
978-0-8146-4697-7 eBook, $11.99

Washing Feet

Imitating the Example of Jesus in the Liturgy Today
Thomas O’Loughlin
“Author Thomas O’Loughlin has done an immense service to Christian communities by writing a readily accessible book on one of those ‘dangerous memories’ in the Christian tradition—washing each other’s feet as we follow the command and example of Jesus.”

Abbot John Klassen, OSB
St. John’s Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota
978-0-8146-4563-5 Paperback, 120 pp., 5 x 8 1/2, $16.95
978-0-8146-4588-8 eBook, $14.99

Three Great Days

Preparing the Liturgies of the Paschal Triduum
Jeremy Helmes
“Reading Jeremy Helmes’s book is like having a bright conversation with an experienced guide. Three Great Days offers step-by-step practical advice, brimming with ideas, grounded in history and tradition, yet fostering creative thinking. This book will help you celebrate a better Holy Week this year.”

Paul Turner
Author of Glory in the Cross: Holy Week in the Third Edition of The Roman Missal
978-0-8146-4602-1 Paperback, 106 pp., 7 x 10, $16.95
978-0-8146-4626-7 eBook, $13.99

The Liturgical Environment

What the Documents Say: Third Edition
Mark G. Boyer
“Whether a parish team is planning to build a new church, renovate an existing space, or simply preparing to adorn a worship space for the seasons, they need to seek a firm foundation in liturgical law and theology. Happily, Mark Boyer’s latest edition of The Liturgical Environment: What the Documents Say provides such a foundation.”

Rita Thiron
Federation of Diocesan Liturgical Commissions
978-0-8146-4557-5 Paperback, 296 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
978-0-8146-4582-7 eBook, $23.99

Rites and Wrongs of Liturgy

Why Good Liturgy Matters
Thomas O’Loughlin
978-0-8146-4672-4 Paperback, 120 pp., 5 x 8 1/2, $16.95
978-0-8146-4697-7 eBook, $11.99

A Season of Little Sacraments

Christmas Commotion, Advent Grace
Susan H. Swetnam
978-0-8146-4672-4 Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 8, $14.95
978-0-8146-4697-7 eBook, $11.99

Washing Feet

Imitating the Example of Jesus in the Liturgy Today
Thomas O’Loughlin
978-0-8146-4563-5 Paperback, 120 pp., 5 x 8 1/2, $16.95
978-0-8146-4588-8 eBook, $14.99

Three Great Days

Preparing the Liturgies of the Paschal Triduum
Jeremy Helmes
978-0-8146-4602-1 Paperback, 106 pp., 7 x 10, $16.95
978-0-8146-4626-7 eBook, $13.99

The Liturgical Environment

What the Documents Say: Third Edition
Mark G. Boyer
978-0-8146-4557-5 Paperback, 296 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
978-0-8146-4582-7 eBook, $23.99
Becoming the Psalms
A Spirituality of Singing and Praying the Psalms
Gilbert Ostdiek, OFM
“Kathleen Harmon has written an accessible guide to the Psalms and their value and use for a life of faith. She is informed about current scholarship and effectively draws such work toward a Christ-centered spirituality.”
Walter Brueggemann
Columbia Theological Seminary
978-0-8146-3719-7 Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-3744-9 eBook, $11.99

Liturgies and the New Evangelization
Practicing the Art of Self-Giving Love
Timothy P. O’Malley
“Defining the ‘new’ evangelization as renewal of the world through renewal of ourselves, Tim O’Malley traces throughout the book how the church’s identity and mission cannot be separated, how we are necessarily Christ centered, and how doing good liturgy leads us to the kind of self-giving love that continues the church’s mission of salvation.”
Joyce Ann Zimmerman, CPPS
Director, Institute for Liturgical Ministry Dayton, Ohio
978-0-8146-3764-7 Paperback, 166 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-3789-0 eBook, $13.99
B3764 Paperback & eBook Bundle, $21.49

Confirmation
How a Sacrament of God’s Grace Became All about Us
Donna M. Eschenauer
“This is a very positive and promising work—the enthusiasm of the author for the subject is contagious! The many practical suggestions—along with the clear grasp of the background material, and a pleasant writing style, have all contributed to make this a very encouraging and inspiring ‘read’ for me.”
Rev. Joseph C. Henchey, CSS
St. Joseph’s Seminary, New York
978-0-8146-4967-1 Paperback, 112 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $12.95
978-0-8146-4992-3 eBook, $9.99

First Communion Liturgies
Preparing First-Class First Celebrations
Donna M. Eschenauer
“This is a very positive and promising work—the enthusiasm of the author for the subject is contagious! The many practical suggestions—along with the clear grasp of the background material, and a pleasant writing style, have all contributed to make this a very encouraging and inspiring ‘read’ for me.”
Rev. Joseph C. Henchey, CSS
St. Joseph’s Seminary, New York
978-0-8146-4967-1 Paperback, 112 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $12.95
978-0-8146-4992-3 eBook, $9.99

Mystagogy of the Eucharist
A Resource for Faith Formation
Gilbert Ostdiek, OFM
“Preachers, priests, liturgists, all catechists—anyone who wants to help people connect more deeply to the Sunday liturgy—will find the inspiration and confidence they need to be artful guides through whom Christ can open eyes and ignite hearts.”
Diana Macalintal
Cofounder of TeamRCIA.com
978-0-8146-3719-7 Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-3744-9 eBook, $11.99

History Of The Liturgy
The Major Stages
Marcel Metzger
“. . . goes to the heart of what is Liturgy and why it has developed to the point at which we celebrate it today.”
The Priest
978-0-8146-2433-3 Paperback, 160 pp., 5 ½ x 8 ¼, $19.95
978-0-8146-3966-5 eBook, $15.99
The Liturgical Year
ADRIEN NOCENT

Introduced, Emended, and Annotated by Paul Turner

Encounter again or for the first time this extraordinary work of applied, postconciliar liturgical scholarship!

Volume 1: Advent, Christmas, Epiphany
978-0-8146-3569-8  Paperback, 302 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95
978-0-8146-3594-0  eBook, $23.99

Volume 2: Lent, the Sacred Paschal Tridium, Easter Time
978-0-8146-3570-4  Paperback, 516 pp., 6 x 9, $39.95
978-0-8146-3595-7  eBook, $23.99

Volume 3: Sundays Two to Thirty-Four in Ordinary Time
978-0-8146-3571-1  Paperback, 416 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
978-0-8146-3596-4  eBook, $23.99

Save $15 when you purchase them together!

Set price: $89.95 net
978-0-8146-3573-5

What's the Smoke For?
And Other Burning Questions about the Liturgy
Johan van Parys

In What's the Smoke For? expert liturgist Johan van Parys offers helpful and engaging answers to some of the candid questions that Catholics and others often wonder about the liturgy.

Paperback
978-0-8146-3565-0, 168 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ½, $16.95

Parish Bulletin Inserts
978-0-8146-4803-2, $19.95

Book and Parish Bulletin Inserts CD-ROM Set
978-0-8146-4801-8, $29.95 net

Awesome Glory
Resurrection in Scripture, Liturgy, and Theology
Abbot Jeremy Driscoll, OSB

“Jeremy Driscoll’s Awesome Glory is concise, highly readable, and filled with insights into the Paschal Triduum. This book can serve as a parish resource in many ways—an aid to homilists, a source of enrichment for liturgical ministers.”

M. Kevin Irwin, The Catholic University of America

God’s Good Earth
Praise and Prayer for Creation
Anne and Jeffrey Rowthorn

God’s Good Earth offers Christians and their communities an engaging resource for prayer, reflection, and worship that reflects and nourishes their efforts to serve God and care for God’s creation. Compilers Anne and Jeffrey Rowthorn have prepared 52 beautiful, ready-made prayer services, each around a specific theme, drawing from a rich variety of ecumenical resources: psalms and other responsive readings, Scripture, hymns, prayers, and reflections from the world’s most engaging nature writers and interpreters of the social and cultural landscape. Each section can be used in full, or the user may select smaller sections; permission is granted to the purchaser to reproduce for use in public prayer.

978-0-8146-4412-6  Hardcover, 376 pp., 7 x 10, $39.95
978-0-8146-4436-2  eBook, $34.99

The Liturgical Year

Awesome Glory
Resurrection in Scripture, Liturgy, and Theology
Abbot Jeremy Driscoll, OSB

“Jeremy Driscoll’s Awesome Glory is concise, highly readable, and filled with insights into the Paschal Triduum. This book can serve as a parish resource in many ways—an aid to homilists, a source of enrichment for liturgical ministers.”

Pastoral Liturgy

“A supremely important contribution to revealing the depth and breadth of the meaning of the liturgy as a communal event centered on the paschal victory of Christ. Taking the paschal triduum through the solemnity of Pentecost as its focus this commentary invites us to experience both death itself and passing over to new life again and again in Christ through the celebration of the liturgy.”

M. Kevin Irwin, The Catholic University of America

978-0-8146-4403-4  Paperback, 152 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4427-0  eBook, $14.99

What’s the Smoke For?
Parish Bulletin Inserts CD-ROM

This CD-ROM includes all 91 questions and answers from the popular book, provided in .pdf, .tif, and .doc files for your convenience. All files may be reproduced without charge for parishes and schools or personal use.
Preaching Resources for Year B

Parables for Preachers
Year B, The Gospel of Mark
Barbara E. Reid, OP
Parables for Preachers offers an understanding of how parables work and a fresh variety of possible meanings. The Gospel parables are analyzed in the order in which they appear in the Lectionary, making this book an indispensable resource for preachers, teachers, liturgy planners, and Bible study groups.

978-0-8146-2551-4 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ¼, $24.95

Abiding Word
Sunday Reflections for Year B
Barbara E. Reid, OP
Jesus’ disciples are given this command in John’s gospel, and it is a command that extends to every one of his followers, including us. We deepen this mutual indwelling—we in Christ and Christ in us—each Sunday through the word and at the table.

978-0-8146-3312-0 Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 9, $18.95
978-0-8146-3961-0 eBook, $14.99

Seasons in the Word
Liturgical Homilies Year B
John Sandell
Useful for priests in their own homiletic preparation, Seasons in the Word, is also an important resource for lay people who wish to prepare for the upcoming Sunday readings and for individual devotion.
978-0-8146-2586-6 Paperback, 120 pp., 6 x 9, $10.95

Hearing the Word of God
Reflections on the Sunday Readings, Year B
John R. Donahue, SJ
Hearing the Word of God contributes to the Gospel in its liturgical context by offering ideas and perspectives that are useful for preaching or in personal prayer and reflection.
978-0-8146-2783-9 Paperback, 184 pp., 6 x 9, $15.95

Welcoming the Word in Year B
Sowing the Seed
Verna Holyhead, SCS
As a sourcebook for pastoral ministry or a reference for personal or communal reflection, this volume will assist believers who desire to engage more deeply with the Word.
978-0-8146-1833-2 Paperback, 240 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95

Rights: World, English, except Australia and New Zealand

Eating with the Bridegroom
The Spiritual Wisdom of the Gospels for Christian Preachers and Teachers
Year B
John Shea
In this commentary on the Sunday Gospel readings John Shea analyzes the mindsets of characters and how Jesus complimented, critiqued, praised these mindsets, to inspire meditation, reflection, and spiritual development.
978-0-8146-2914-7 Paperback, 360 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95

The Word on the Street Year B
Sunday Lectionary Reflections
John W. Martens
This Lectionary commentary for every Sunday of the liturgical year will help readers understand the Bible in light of their daily lives and help Sunday Mass preachers find new ways to articulate God’s work in the world.
978-0-8146-4963-3 Paperback, 160 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4988-6 eBook, $16.99

Between the Ambo and the Altar
Biblical Preaching and The Roman Missal, Year B
Guercio DeBona, OSB
The publication of The Roman Missal, Third Edition offers an opportunity for homilists to explore the relationship between the Sunday readings and the new Roman Missal.
This book presents scriptural, liturgical, and preaching commentary for Sundays, solemnities, and feasts throughout the year.
978-0-8146-3524-7 Paperback, 350 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
978-0-8146-3549-0 eBook, $23.99

Preaching the New Lectionary Year B
Dianne Bergant, CSA, with Richard N. Fragomeni
The Lectionary is made up of selected passages from the Bible, placed within a literary and liturgical context. This context calls for a consideration of the liturgical character and setting of the Lectionary readings. Preaching the New Lectionary, Year B, offers readers that interpretation.
978-0-8146-2473-9 Paperback, 440 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95

Rights: World, English, except Australia and New Zealand
Longing to See Your Face
Preaching in a Secular Age
Thomas J. Scirghi, SJ

"Longing to See Your Face addresses the theology, spirituality and practicalities of good preaching. While primarily addressed to the ordained preacher, this book will appeal to the increasing numbers of ecclesial lay ministers who preach outside the eucharistic assembly, as well as those who faithfully listen to homilies."

Jude Siciliano, OP, is a preacher and instructor in homiletics

976-0-8146-3715-9 Paperback, 130 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-3740-1 eBook, $11.99

Backstory Preaching
Integrating Life, Spirituality, and Craft
Lisa Cressman

“This is an honest book offering real hope. I look forward to using the big insights of this little book with both beginning and seasoned preachers.”

Gregory Heille, OP, professor of preaching and evangelization, Aquinas Institute of Theology

978-0-8146-4514-7 Paperback, 172 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4538-3 eBook, $15.99

Proclaiming in a New Season
A Practical Guide to Catholic Preaching for the New Evangelization
Peter Lovrick
Foreword by Cardinal Thomas Collins

Preaching is an essential part of the life of the church. Preachers are called to proclaim the word of God—the Good News of salvation—in the church’s name. Since the Second Vatican Council, the popes have emphasized a vision of good preaching that meets the needs of the church and the people of God.

Rights: US

978-0-8146-4605-2 Paperback, 96 pp., 6 x 9, $15.95

Preaching in the Sunday Assembly
A Pastoral Commentary on Fulfilled in Your Hearing
Edited by James A. Wallace, CSSR

Priests, deacons, seminarians, bishops, and all others engaged in the preaching task are invited to deepen their appreciation of the homily’s unique role in the liturgical life of the church and to stir their enthusiasm for preaching and preaching preparation.

978-0-8146-3346-5 Paperback, 136 pp., 5 ½ x 8 ¼, $29.95
978-0-8146-3936-8 eBook, $19.99

Easter Fire
Fire Starters for the Easter Weekday Homily
Richard J. Sklba and Joseph Juknialis

“This book is comprised of tips and ideas to help create daily homilies that highlight God’s story in everyday life.”

Catholic Library World

978-0-8146-4866-7 Paperback, 216 pp., 7 x 10, $24.95
978-0-8146-4891-9 eBook, $19.99

Fire Starters
Igniting the Holy in the Weekday Homily
Richard J. Sklba

“This practical aid for preachers radiates with exegesis and spirituality, world literature and comparative religions. Preachers need not purchase many commentaries and look up passages. It’s all here, day by day.”

Paul Turner, Worship

978-0-8146-3415-8 Paperback, 618 pp., 7 x 10, $39.95
978-0-8146-3416-5 eBook, $29.99
Easter Vigil Homilies
Jorge Mario Bergoglio/Pope Francis
“It is a rare gift to read a number of homilies preached on the same liturgical day-on the same theme but with differing approaches-offering succinct and yet profound considerations of the experience Jesus’ followers had when confronted by the empty tomb. This is a book to savor.”
Dr. Melinda Quivik, General Editor for Liturgy journal, Reviewed on PrayTell blog
978-0-8146-6410-0 Paperback, 68 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ⅜, $11.95

We Preach Christ Crucified
Michael Connors, CSC, Editor
“In We Preach Christ Crucified contemporary preachers respond combining theological sophistication with pastoral practicality. This book can serve as a review for preachers years away from a homiletics class as well as a basis for a discussion of contemporary issues in preaching.”
Honora Werner, OP, Aquinas Institute of Theology
978-0-8146-3769-2 Paperback, 190 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-3794-4 eBook, $15.99

To All the World
Preaching and the New Evangelization
Michael Connors, CSC, Editor
“Preachers and those responsible for preparing future priests and deacons for their preaching ministry will find this a substantial resource.”
The Bible Today
978-0-8146-4708-0 Paperback, 178 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95

The Preaching of Pope Francis
Missionary Discipleship and the Ministry of the Word
Gregory Heille, OP
“As informed and informative as it is inspired and inspiring, The Preaching of Pope Francis is critically important and essential reading by seminary students, Catholic priests, deacons, and lay members of the church.”
The Midwest Book Review
978-0-8146-4902-2 Paperback, 36 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ⅜, $12.95
978-0-8146-4927-5 eBook, $9.99

Connecting Pulpit and Pew
Breaking Open the Conversation about Catholic Preaching
Karla J. Bellinger
“Bellinger has travelled the nation trying to crack the “loud silence” that exists between Catholic preachers and their parishioners, with a special attentiveness to youth. In this book, she reports her discoveries, but perhaps even more important, she shows us how to continue the conversation in our own communities. The discussion questions posed at the end of the book are—alone—worth the price of the whole. They promise to provoke meaningful conversations at the local level that could substantially bolster the quality of preaching in the U.S.”
Ann M Garrido, DMin, Associate Professor of Homiletics, Aquinas Institute of Theology
978-0-8146-3794-4 Paperback, 190 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-3794-4 eBook, $15.99
The Hospitality of God
Brendan Byrne, SJ
978-0-8146-4950-3 Paperback, 238 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-4975-6 eBook, $19.99
Rights: World, except Australia and New Zealand

Life Abounding
A Reading of John’s Gospel
Brendan Byrne, SJ
978-0-8146-3574-2 Paperback, 384 pp., 6 x 9, $39.95
Rights: World, except Australia, New Zealand, and the E.C.

Lifting the Burden
Reading Matthew’s Gospel in the Church Today
Brendan Byrne, SJ
978-0-8146-3026-6 Paperback, 264 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
Rights: World, except Australia, New Zealand, and the E.C.

A Costly Freedom
A Theological Reading of Mark’s Gospel
Brendan Byrne, SJ
978-0-8146-1856-1 Paperback, 304 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
Rights: World, English, except Australia and New Zealand

Brendan Byrne Four-Volume Set!
978-0-8146-4719-6 Paperback, 6 x 9
$124.80 $99.95 net SAVE 20%!
Rights: World, except Australia and New Zealand

Hail Mary,
Holy Bible
Sacred Scripture and the Mysteries of the Rosary
Clifford M. Yeary
“Clifford Yearly explores the divine mystery at work in the mysteries of Scripture remembered in the Rosary. Each of the twenty chapters clearly shows how biblical scholarship can nurture the faith of those who read, pray, teach or preach these mysteries. This is a short book that merits long pondering.”
Hugh Feiss, OSB
Monastery of the Ascension, Jerome, Idaho
978-0-8146-3616-9 Paperback, 100 pp., 6 x 9, $9.95
978-0-8146-3617-6 eBook, $7.99

A Window into the Spirituality of Paul
Patrick J. Hartin
Patrick Hartin is one of those rare scholars who can share the fruits of critical study of the biblical text with lay readers in such a way as to maintain the richness and depth of his scholarship in genuinely consequential ways for the religious life and imagination of readers.”
Rob Kugler
Portland, Oregon
978-0-8146-3763-0 Paperback, 150 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-3788-3 eBook, $11.99

The Word of God at Vatican II
Exploring Dei Verbum
Ronald D. Witherup, PSS
“This volume summarizes the history and principal teaching of Vatican II’s Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation (Dei Verbum). Witherup offers a history of Dei Verbum, provides commentary on the text, and considers the ongoing interpretation and controversies surrounding Dei Verbum as well as some ‘fruits’ of this landmark document.”
Hugh Feiss, OSB
Monastery of the Ascension, Jerome, Idaho
978-0-8146-3556-8 Paperback, 96 pp., 6 x 9, $10.95
978-0-8146-3581-0 eBook, $8.99

Psalms for All Seasons
Revised Edition
John F. Craghan
Explores fifty-five of the most beautiful psalms in the Bible.
978-0-8146-3826-2 Paperback, 196 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-3973-3 eBook, $12.99

The Collegeville Church History Time-Line
Joseph F. Kelly
“. . . a handy and accessible tool for those who wish to learn more about church history or who might profit from a visual approach to the panorama of events over time.”
Catholic Studies An Online Journal
978-0-8146-2834-8 Paper, 24 pp., 7 ½ x 10 ½, $12.95
**Scripture**

**Scripture in the Parish**

A Guide for Catholic Ministry

Mary Elizabeth Sperry

“Readers of this book will be able to expand their understanding of the Bible and are provided the language to easily answer questions that may come up in a variety of parish settings. It encourages the reader not to stop with this book and explains how to select a Bible commentary, the reason to have more than one translation of the Bible on hand, and other resources for improving biblical literacy.”

800-858-5450   LITURGICAL PRESS    PCATF20

978-0-8146-3548-3  eBook, $14.99

---

**Resurrection**

The Origin and Goal of the Christian Life

Frank J. Matera

“With his usual clarity and brilliance, Matera presents a comprehensive mosaic of the multiple images, metaphors, and expressions used by each of the New Testament authors to speak of Christ’s resurrection.”

Barbara E. Reid, OP

Catholic Theological Union

978-0-8146-3566-7  Paperback, 144 pp., 5 3/4 x 8 1/4, $19.95

---

**After Emmaus**

Biblical Models for the New Evangelization

Marcel Dumais, OMI

“Dumais examines the meaning and purpose of the ‘new evangelization.’ He presents four biblical models of evangelization and concludes that knowing how Jesus and the apostles went about their task of evangelizing is a reference and model for the mission of disciples called to bear witness in the modern world.”

New Testament Abstracts

978-0-8146-3761-6  Paperback, 144 pp., 5 3/4 x 8 1/4, $19.95

---

**The Sermon on the Mount**

The Perfect Measure of the Christian Life

Frank J. Matera

“Accessible to anyone in the church who seeks to have a faith and life informed by this central and most meaningful sermon of Jesus.”

Interpretation

978-0-8146-3523-0  Paperback, 136 pp., 5 3/8 x 8 1/4, $16.95

---

**Psalm Conversations**

Listening in as They Talk with One Another

James O. Chatham

“A captivating book. Chatham is clearly an excellent preacher. He draws the reader in and leads us to discover ourselves in the psalms. Even those who have been praying the psalms for years will find new insights.”

978-0-8146-4460-7  Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 9, $18.95

---

**The Prodigal Father**

Angelo Scarano

“The Prodigal Father, will provide you with new insight to an old parable. This engaging volume is a skillful blend of exegetical, patristic, and spiritual insights that makes it the right resource for discussion groups, spiritual reading, and retreat meditation.”

Frank J. Matera, Professor Emeritus

The Catholic University of America

978-0-8146-4924-4  Paperback, 86 pp., 5 x 7, $9.95

---

**Sacred Strangers**

What the Bible’s Outsiders Can Teach Christians

Nancy Haught

“Reading Sacred Strangers is like hearing six inspiring homilies, attending an uplifting retreat, and learning from your favorite scripture professor all at the same time.”

Patricia Gorman, St. Mary’s Academy, Portland, Oregon

978-0-8146-4504-8  Paperback, 128 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95

---

**Saint Paul and the New Evangelization**

Ronald D. Withering, PSS

“This book has inestimable value as a resource for parish communities concerned with the Church of the present and of the future.”

Barbara Flynn

The Catholic Leader

978-0-8146-3520-9  Paperback, 104 pp., 5 x 7, $9.95

---

**Resurrection**

The Origin and Goal of the Christian Life

Frank J. Matera

“With his usual clarity and brilliance, Matera presents a comprehensive mosaic of the multiple images, metaphors, and expressions used by each of the New Testament authors to speak of Christ’s resurrection.”

Barbara E. Reid, OP

Catholic Theological Union

978-0-8146-3566-7  Paperback, 104 pp., 5 x 7, $9.95

---

**Psalm Conversations**

Listening in as They Talk with One Another

James O. Chatham

“A captivating book. Chatham is clearly an excellent preacher. He draws the reader in and leads us to discover ourselves in the psalms. Even those who have been praying the psalms for years will find new insights.”

Irene Nowell, OSB

Author of Pleading, Cursing, Praising: Conversing with God through the Psalms

978-0-8146-4484-3  eBook, $14.99

---

**Scripture in the Parish**

A Guide for Catholic Ministry

Mary Elizabeth Sperry

“Readers of this book will be able to expand their understanding of the Bible and are provided the language to easily answer questions that may come up in a variety of parish settings. It encourages the reader not to stop with this book and explains how to select a Bible commentary, the reason to have more than one translation of the Bible on hand, and other resources for improving biblical literacy.”

Pastoral Liturgy

978-0-8146-3545-2  eBook, $7.99
O Cross of Christ
Pope Francis

O Cross of Christ is an original, new prayer composed by Pope Francis himself and recited by him on the occasion of Good Friday 2016. It guides all who pray it to recognize Jesus' cross in some of the most distressing circumstances of today's world.

978-0-8146-4521-5 Hardcover, 218 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-4545-1 eBook, $19.99

Rights: World Rights except in the UK

A Pope Francis Lexicon
Edited by Cindy Wooden and Joshua J. McElwee; Foreword by Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew

“What I found most delightful about A Pope Francis Lexicon is that from these individual essays I learned not only about Francis’ characteristic use of language but the essayist’s own ‘take’ on what the Pope has to say. I strongly recommend the work, not only for those who already admire Pope Francis’ thought and action but perhaps especially for those who are being invited to conversion of heart and mind.”

J. Michael Joncas, Pastoral Music

978-0-8146-4521-5 Hardcover, 218 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-4545-1 eBook, $19.99

Desperately Seeking Spirituality
A Field Guide to Practice
Meredith Gould

“Step by step, Gould provides suggestions on how to examine and reset your spiritual journey that just may lead you to a deepened sense of being and open your eyes to the sacredness in everyday life.”

Richard Rohr, OFM

978-0-8146-4554-3 Paperback, 32 pp., 5 x 7
$5.95 (1-9 copies); $4.95 net (10-49 copies); $3.95 net (50 or more copies)
978-0-8146-4579-6 eBook, $4.99

A Spirituality of Mission
Reflections for Holy Week and Easter
Mark C. Boyer

“Boyer provides a foundation from Scripture followed by a meditative exercise and response that allows the lay person to more deeply come to grips with both the basic elements of the Easter experience and calls them to action as they become a part of the call to mission.”

Dr. Victor H. Matthews, Dean
Missouri State University

978-0-8146-4714-1 Paperback, 160 pp., 5 x 7, $16.95
978-0-8146-4730-1 eBook, $14.99

Rights: World Rights except in the UK

Also available in e-book

Sue Cash, Affiliated Sister of the Visitation Spiritual Director

978-0-8146-4752-3 Paperback, 154 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4751-6 eBook, $15.99

PRAYER & SPIRITUALITY

Only Wonder Comprehends
John Garvey in Commonweal
John Garvey, edited by Patrick Jordan

“John’s columns are gems of the plain style: conversational, first-person, direct, without elaborate metaphors or clever categories.”

Peter Steinfels

978-0-8146-4464-5 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ⅛, $16.95
978-0-8146-4487-4 eBook, $13.99

Learning the Language of the Soul
A Spiritual Lexicon
Andrew D. Mayes

“These pages offer wisdom, delight and an invitation—a creative exploration, a beckoning journey to bring alive our many encounters with God through symbol and imagery.”

Sue Cash, Affiliated Sister of the Visitation Spiritual Director

978-0-8146-4752-3 Paperback, 154 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4751-6 eBook, $15.99

Saint Benedict for Boomers
Wisdom for the Next Stage of Life
Christine M. Fletcher

“This broad-ranging book gives much practical advice for living conscientiously in today’s world.”

Judith Suter, OSB Mount St. Scholastica Atchison, Kansas

978-0-8146-4702-8 Paperback, 152 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ¼, $16.95
978-0-8146-4727-1 eBook, $13.99

A Pope Francis Lexicon
Edited by Cindy Wooden and Joshua J. McElwee; Foreword by Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew

“What I found most delightful about A Pope Francis Lexicon is that from these individual essays I learned not only about Francis’ characteristic use of language but the essayist’s own ‘take’ on what the Pope has to say. I strongly recommend the work, not only for those who already admire Pope Francis’ thought and action but perhaps especially for those who are being invited to conversion of heart and mind.”

J. Michael Joncas, Pastoral Music

978-0-8146-4521-5 Hardcover, 218 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-4545-1 eBook, $19.99

Rights: World Rights except in the UK

Desperately Seeking Spirituality
A Field Guide to Practice
Meredith Gould

“Step by step, Gould provides suggestions on how to examine and reset your spiritual journey that just may lead you to a deepened sense of being and open your eyes to the sacredness in everyday life.”

Richard Rohr, OFM

978-0-8146-4554-3 Paperback, 32 pp., 5 x 7
$5.95 (1-9 copies); $4.95 net (10-49 copies); $3.95 net (50 or more copies)
978-0-8146-4579-6 eBook, $4.99

Also available in e-book

A Spirituality of Mission
Reflections for Holy Week and Easter
Mark C. Boyer

“Boyer provides a foundation from Scripture followed by a meditative exercise and response that allows the lay person to more deeply come to grips with both the basic elements of the Easter experience and calls them to action as they become a part of the call to mission.”

Dr. Victor H. Matthews, Dean
Missouri State University

978-0-8146-4714-1 Paperback, 160 pp., 5 x 7, $16.95
978-0-8146-4730-1 eBook, $14.99

Rights: World Rights except in the UK

A Pope Francis Lexicon
Edited by Cindy Wooden and Joshua J. McElwee; Foreword by Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew

“What I found most delightful about A Pope Francis Lexicon is that from these individual essays I learned not only about Francis’ characteristic use of language but the essayist’s own ‘take’ on what the Pope has to say. I strongly recommend the work, not only for those who already admire Pope Francis’ thought and action but perhaps especially for those who are being invited to conversion of heart and mind.”

J. Michael Joncas, Pastoral Music

978-0-8146-4521-5 Hardcover, 218 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-4545-1 eBook, $19.99

Rights: World Rights except in the UK

Desperately Seeking Spirituality
A Field Guide to Practice
Meredith Gould

“Step by step, Gould provides suggestions on how to examine and reset your spiritual journey that just may lead you to a deepened sense of being and open your eyes to the sacredness in everyday life.”

Richard Rohr, OFM

978-0-8146-4554-3 Paperback, 32 pp., 5 x 7
$5.95 (1-9 copies); $4.95 net (10-49 copies); $3.95 net (50 or more copies)
978-0-8146-4579-6 eBook, $4.99

Also available in e-book

A Spirituality of Mission
Reflections for Holy Week and Easter
Mark C. Boyer

“Boyer provides a foundation from Scripture followed by a meditative exercise and response that allows the lay person to more deeply come to grips with both the basic elements of the Easter experience and calls them to action as they become a part of the call to mission.”

Dr. Victor H. Matthews, Dean
Missouri State University

978-0-8146-4714-1 Paperback, 160 pp., 5 x 7, $16.95
978-0-8146-4730-1 eBook, $14.99

Rights: World Rights except in the UK
Books by John Shea

To Dare the Our Father
A Transformative Spiritual Practice
John Shea
“This meditation on the Our Father is vintage Shea: theologically astute, spiritually alert, deeply attuned to the needs and aspirations of the human heart. Anyone interested in cultivating a more intentional relationship to God should read this book.”
Bishop Robert Barron
Auxiliary Bishop of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles
978-0-8146-4559-8 Hardcover with dust jacket, 96 pp., 5 x 7, $19.95
978-0-8146-4584-0 eBook, $14.99

Seeing Haloes
Christmas Poems to Open the Heart
John Shea
Drawings by Mark and Franklin McMahon
“A nice little book of poems for Advent and Christmas that takes some unusual twists, one can truly feel and see with his specifics.”
Catholic Press Association Award, first place
978-0-8146-4560-4 Paperback, 184 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ¼, $19.95
978-0-8146-4585-7 eBook, $15.99

Spirit, Soul, Body
Toward an Integral Christian Spirituality
Cyprian Consiglio, OSB Cam
“This book is for anyone interested in Bede Griffiths, comparative religions, the future of creation, or, most importantly, integrating their own spirit and body.”
978-0-8146-3557-5 Paperback, 208 pp., 5 ¾ x 8 ¼, $19.95
978-0-8146-3582-7 eBook, $15.99

A Time of Fulfillment
Spiritual Reflections for Advent and Christmas
Anselm Cran, OSB
“This is a book that you will hold onto for future Advents. Each section nourished my heart and spirit.”
Fran Rossi Szpylczyn, Catholic writer and lay minister blogging at There Will Be Bread
978-0-8146-3809-5 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 x 7, $14.95
978-0-8146-3834-7 eBook, $11.99

More Than You Could Ever Imagine
On Our Becoming Divine
Bernie Owens, SJ
“Bernie Owens’ book when read slowly and reflectively is a profound and refreshing experience into the Love and Peace of God.”
Fred Cavaiani, psychologist, marriage and family therapist, spiritual director
978-0-8146-4921-3 Paperback, 176 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ¼, $22.95
978-0-8146-4946-6 eBook, $15.99

Books by Brian Doyle

A Shimmer of Something
Lean Stories of Spiritual Substance
Brian Doyle
“This collection of poems, chants, songs, prayers, and litanies is sure to entertain and inspire. Doyle’s ‘proems’ are filled with humorous and sincere observations from everyday life and unexpected surprises and stories along the way.”
U.S. Catholic
978-0-8146-3714-2 Paperback, 192 pp., 7 x 8, $14.95
978-0-8146-3739-5 eBook, $11.99

The Kind of Brave You Wanted to Be
Prose Prayers and Cheerful Chants against the Dark
Brian Doyle
“The cadence of Doyle’s voice and his language linger, and that must mean that this book, A Shimmer of Something, is an impressive, impossible to ignore or forget, memorable treasure of a book. Poetry.”
Pattiann Rogers
Author of Holy Heathen Rapsody
978-0-8146-4651-9 Paperback, 124 pp., 7 x 8, $14.95
978-0-8146-4675-5 eBook, $11.99

Spirit, Soul, Body
Toward an Integral Christian Spirituality
Cyprian Consiglio, OSB Cam
“This book is for anyone interested in Bede Griffiths, comparative religions, the future of creation, or, most importantly, integrating their own spirit and body.”
The American Monastic Newsletter
978-0-8146-3809-5 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 x 7, $14.95
978-0-8146-3834-7 eBook, $11.99

Books by John Shea

To Dare the Our Father
A Transformative Spiritual Practice
John Shea
“This meditation on the Our Father is vintage Shea: theologically astute, spiritually alert, deeply attuned to the needs and aspirations of the human heart. Anyone interested in cultivating a more intentional relationship to God should read this book.”
Bishop Robert Barron
Auxiliary Bishop of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles
978-0-8146-4559-8 Hardcover with dust jacket, 96 pp., 5 x 7, $19.95
978-0-8146-4584-0 eBook, $14.99

Seeing Haloes
Christmas Poems to Open the Heart
John Shea
Drawings by Mark and Franklin McMahon
“A nice little book of poems for Advent and Christmas that takes some unusual twists, one can truly feel and see with his specifics.”
Catholic Press Association Award, first place
978-0-8146-4560-4 Paperback, 184 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ¼, $19.95
978-0-8146-4585-7 eBook, $15.99

Spirit, Soul, Body
Toward an Integral Christian Spirituality
Cyprian Consiglio, OSB Cam
“This book is for anyone interested in Bede Griffiths, comparative religions, the future of creation, or, most importantly, integrating their own spirit and body.”
978-0-8146-3557-5 Paperback, 208 pp., 5 ¾ x 8 ¼, $19.95
978-0-8146-3582-7 eBook, $15.99

A Time of Fulfillment
Spiritual Reflections for Advent and Christmas
Anselm Cran, OSB
“This is a book that you will hold onto for future Advents. Each section nourished my heart and spirit.”
Fran Rossi Szpylczyn, Catholic writer and lay minister blogging at There Will Be Bread
978-0-8146-3809-5 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 x 7, $14.95
978-0-8146-3834-7 eBook, $11.99

More Than You Could Ever Imagine
On Our Becoming Divine
Bernie Owens, SJ
“Bernie Owens’ book when read slowly and reflectively is a profound and refreshing experience into the Love and Peace of God.”
Fred Cavaiani, psychologist, marriage and family therapist, spiritual director
978-0-8146-4921-3 Paperback, 176 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ¼, $22.95
978-0-8146-4946-6 eBook, $15.99
Stations of the Cross: Community Prayer Edition offers parishes and other communities a unique and contemporary way to pray the Stations. It includes brand-new prayers composed by Fr. Timothy Radcliffe, along with excerpts from his full-length meditations and the remarkable images that accompanied them in the original edition of Stations of the Cross.

**Paperback** (Original edition with full-length reflections)
978-0-8146-6536-7  
72 pp., 6 x 8 ¼, $14.95

**eBook** (Original edition with full-length reflections)
978-0-8146-4978-7  
$11.99

**CD-ROM** (Images only)
978-0-8146-7972-2  
$29.95

**Standard Print Edition**
978-0-8146-4706-6  
Paperback, 32 pp., 5 x 7

$3.95 (1-19 copies)
$2.49 (20-99 copies)
$1.49 net (100-499 copies)
$0.99 net (500 or more copies)
978-0-8146-4731-8  
eBook, $2.99

**Large Print Edition**
978-0-8146-4577-2  
Paperback, 32 pp., 7 x 9 ¾

$5.95 (1-19 copies)
$3.49 (20-99 copies)
$2.49 net (100-499 copies)
$1.49 net (500 or more copies)
978-0-8146-4731-8  
eBook, $2.99

---

When God Was Flesh and Wild, Stories in Defense of the Earth
Bob Haverluck
Foreword by Ched Myers
“When God Was Flesh and Wild is in a word, rollicking—a hoot and a reverential treat. It’s a first aid kit for the soul.”
Edward Foley
Catholic Theological Union, Chicago
978-0-8146-4621-2  
Paperback, 112 pp., 7 x 8 ½, $19.95
978-0-8146-4643-4  
eBook, $17.99

Benedictine Living: Reflections for Prayer and Meditation
Kate Ritger
“This little book covers the 14 Christian qualities that give meaning and purpose to the author’s life, including humility, community living, hospitality, awareness of God, and peace.”
Spirituality & Practice
978-0-8146-4907-7  
Paperback, 96 pp., 5 x 7, $9.95
978-0-8146-3787-6  
eBook, $2.99

Day by Day with Saint Benedict
Terrence G. Kardong, OSB
“When a foremost scholar on the Rule of Benedict who has also successfully lived monastic life for fifty years is willing to share the fruits of this rich life experience, our own spiritual journey is enriched indeed.”
St. Placid Priory
978-0-8146-3042-6  
Paperback, 280 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $29.95

The Revised Gradual Psalms: A Liturgical Psalter
Prepared by the Benedictine Monks of Conception Abbey
Foreword by Francis Cardinal George, OMI
Introduction by Abbot Gregory J. Polan, OSB
Contains the complete Psalter in psalm order. Musicians, liturgists, worshipers, and all who love the Psalms will use and treasure this elegant edition.
978-0-8146-3483-7  
Leather-like cover with ribbon, 360 pp., 4 ¾ x 6, $29.95
Sauntering Through Scripture
A Book of Reflections
Genevieve Glen, OSB
“This gentle book encourages us to encounter the people and stories of the Bible in our own lives.”
Kathleen Norris, author of A Cloister Walk
978-0-8146-3700-5
Paperback, 144 pp., 5 ¼ x 8 ½, $14.95
978-0-8146-3725-8
eBook, $11.99

Via Lucis
The Life of Jesus in the Light of Easter
Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle
These reflections, offered by one of the most insightful voices in the church today, make the cardinal’s spiritual guidance available to all readers.
978-0-8146-4518-5
Paperback, 104 pp., 5 ⅞ x 8 ¼, $14.95
Rights: North America

The Work of Your Hands
Prayers for Ordinary and Extraordinary Moments of Grace
Diana Macalintal
978-0-8146-3803-3
Paperback, 80 pp., 4 ½ x 7
$7.95 (1-4 copies)
$5.96 net* (5-24 copies)
$5.57 net* (25-49 copies)
$5.17 net* (50 or more copies)
978-0-8146-3828-6
eBook, $5.99

Come, Creator Spirit
Meditations on the Veni Creator
Raniero Cantalamessa, OFM Cap; Foreword by Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
“Cantalamessa reminds us that the Holy Spirit opens our eyes to the spiritual meaning of Scripture.”
St. Cloud Visitor
978-0-8146-2871-3
Paperback, 416 pp., 5 ⅞ x 8 ¼, $29.95
978-0-8146-3983-2
eBook, $25.99
Rights: World, except Africa and Asia

Overdue
A Dewey Decimal System of Grace
Valerie Schultz
In Overdue, Valerie Schultz shares what she learned and the grace she received working inside an American prison for fourteen years. Her experience and insights will transform how you see the people around you and the world we all share.
“Overdue is a rare, sometimes raw, view of human dignity through the eyes and heart of a prison librarian. Valerie Schultz writes with great insight and compassion, without apology or preaching. Overdue is a short course in caring.”
Mary Margaret (Sr. Meg) Funk, OSB
978-0-8146-6411-7
Paperback, 184 pp., 5 ⅜ x 8 ½, $19.95
978-0-8146-6436-0
eBook, $16.99

In All Seasons, For All Reasons
Praying Throughout the Year
James Martin, SJ
Thoughtful and practical encouragement for prayer in all its forms.
“Martin is one of our most popular spiritual writers and for good reason.”
Commonweal
978-0-8146-4507-9
Paperback, 80 pp., 4 ⅝ x 7
5-49 copies $5.95 net
50-249 copies $4.95 net
250-999 copies $3.95 net
1000+ copies $2.95 net
978-0-8146-4531-4
eBook, $4.99

Blessed Among Us
Day by Day with Saintly Witnesses
Robert Ellisberg
“Every single day I read Robert Ellisberg’s concise, fascinating and inspiring lives of the saints in my copy of Give Us This Day. And every single day I am amazed by the astounding lives that have been lived out of love for Christ.”
James Martin, SJ
978-0-8146-4721-9
Hardcover with ribbon and dust jacket, 792 pp., 5 ⅜ x 8 ½, $29.95
978-0-8146-4745-5
eBook, $19.99
Psalms and Other Songs from a Pierced Heart
Patricia Stevenson, RSJ; Foreword by Alice Camille
“Readers who want to spend more time praying with the psalms but sometimes find that parts of their language and images present obstacles to close engagement will welcome this addition.”
*The Bible Today*
978-0-8146-6462-9 Paperback, 136 pp., 5 x 7, $19.95
978-0-8146-6486-5 eBook, $11.99

Seasons of the Spirit
Reflections on Finding God in Daily Life
E. Jane Rutter
“It is a joy to see that Jane Rutter is offering the results of her prayerful reflections to help us all as we progress through the liturgical year. I am certain that all who avail themselves of *Seasons of the Spirit* will be greatly rewarded with God’s grace and peace.”
Most Reverend John R. Gaydos
Bishop of Jefferson City
978-0-8146-4198-3 Paperback, 216 pp., 5 x 7, $19.95
978-0-8146-3853-8 eBook, 216 pp., $4.99

A Turning to God
Cardinal Basil Hume; Edited by Patricia Hardcastle Kelly
“For those of us who are trying to pray, this short volume could serve as a valuable tool for a quiet daily Lenten reflection.”
*Emmanuel*
978-0-8146-1859-2 Paperback, 104 pp., 5 x 8, $19.95

You Have Set Us Free
Scriptural Reflections for Trauma Survivors
“It is my hope and prayer that by a prayerful reading of this book, trauma survivors truly will be set free to live with the joy of Jesus’ life within them.”
Bishop Paul J. Bradley
Bishop of Kalamazoo
978-0-8146-4712-7 Paperback, 80 pp., 5 ¾ x 8 ½, $9.95
978-0-8146-4737-0 eBook, $7.99

A Season of Little Sacraments
Christmas Commotion, Advent Grace
“As many books advise readers to swim upstream during Advent by not putting up the tree or not sending cards to family and friends until Christmas Eve, Susan Swetnam’s new book takes a different approach, one that helps Catholics both embrace and reverently celebrate the craziness and the sacredness of the season.”
*Our Sunday Visitor*
978-0-8146-4672-4 Paperback, 144 pp., 5 x 8, $14.95
978-0-8146-4697-7 eBook, $11.99

Prayer & Spirituality
Important death penalty resources from the Catholic Mobilizing Network

Where Justice and Mercy Meet
Catholic Opposition to the Death Penalty
Vicki Schieber, Trudy D. Conway, and David Matzko McCarthy, editors; Foreword by Helen Prejean, CSJ

“Where Justice and Mercy Meet is an indispensable resource for professors, teachers, catechists, and prison and social justice ministers. Widely accessible, it maintains intellectual rigor as it witnesses to the ‘hopeful perseverance’ of Dorothy Day in the subversive joy of the Gospel. Take up this book in hopeful perseverance to end a practice that diminishes the humanity in and between all of us.”
American Catholic Studies

“Where Justice and Mercy Meet combines solid moral reflections on the death penalty with captivating stories of people caught up in this system. Both deeply interesting and educational, this book should reach a wide diversity of readers.”
Richard C. Dieter, Executive Director
Death Penalty Information Center
Washington, DC
978-0-8146-3508-7  Paperback, 248 pp., 6 x 9, $18.95
978-0-8146-3533-9  eBook, $14.99

Death Penalty and Discipleship
A Faith Formation Guide
David Matzko McCarthy

“This text will serve as an invaluable resource for those seeking to engage in formation of conscience, both personally and communally, around the practice of capital punishment. Small faith communities, parishes, and adult faith formation programs will find it accessible, thoughtful, and well grounded in Scripture and the wisdom of ecclesial tradition.”
Margaret Pfeil
The University of Notre Dame

“Human dignity—that of the convicted as well as our own—is best served by not resorting to this extreme and unnecessary punishment. As Death Penalty and Discipleship: A Faith Formation Guide makes clear: Modern society has the means to protect itself without the death penalty.”
Archbishop Thomas Wenski
Archdiocese of Miami

978-0-8146-4809-4  Paperback, 68 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $9.95
978-0-8146-4834-6  eBook, $7.99

Redemption and Restoration
A Catholic Perspective on Restorative Justice
Trudy D. Conway, David Matzko McCarthy, and Vicki Schieber, editors

“Written with the goals of educating about restorative justice and inspiring hope, this text is a great resource for readers who are just diving into the topic. Those connected to the criminal legal system, prison ministry groups, or justice-based parish book clubs will also find each chapter ripe with content for reflection.”
U.S. Catholic

“Those of us who work in the criminal justice environment know that it is broken, a system where issues of race, poverty, even geography, ensure that the playing field is anything but equal. We need to change how this system works if we are to end the warehousing and killing of our own citizens. That’s where restorative justice—and this book!—come in. Restorative justice is a powerful tool that transforms our understanding of crime and shifts our focus from ‘broken laws’ to damaged human relationships and the harm done to human dignity.”
Sr. Helen Prejean, CSJ
Author of Dead Man Walking and The Death of Innocents

978-0-8146-4561-1  Paperback, 312 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
978-0-8146-4586-4  eBook, $27.99

Harm, Healing, and Human Dignity
A Catholic Encounter with Restorative Justice
Adapted by Caitlin Morneau

“Harm, Healing, and Human Dignity provides an excellent description of restorative justice principles and examples of everyday applications. The reader will encounter an exceptionally understandable narrative, weaving Catholic social teaching and theology through examples of restorative justice stories while also offering relevant prayers and reflections. A must read for anyone interested in how restorative justice interfaces with one’s faith and values.”
Justice Janine Geske (Ret) Retired Distinguished Professor of Law at Marquette University Law School

“Harm, Healing, and Human Dignity allows the reader to come to a fuller understanding of how restorative justice and Catholic social teaching embrace one another in a way that leads to the creation of communities of hope. It helps us to see beyond the pain and trauma to the possibilities of a life that has meaning and purpose.”
Pr. David Kelly, CPPS
Precious Blood Ministry of Reconciliation
978-0-8146-6416-2  Paperback, 80 pp., 5 1⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $7.95; 10 or more copies, $5.95 net* each
978-0-8146-6441-4  eBook, $4.99

*Asterisk indicates discount price available only on “no-returns basis.”
No further discounts apply.
The Ten Green Commandments of Laudato Si’
Joshtrom Kureethadam
“Fr. Kureethadam has provided an invaluable guide to the spiritual and theological vision of Laudato Si’. He also shows how ordinary Catholics can turn this vision into a personal action plan for assuming ecological responsibility.”
John T. Pawlikowski, OSM
Catholic Theological Union
978-0-8146-6363-9 Paperback, 240 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $24.95
978-0-8146-6387-5 eBook, $14.99

Walking God’s Earth
The Environment and Catholic Faith
David Cloutier
“An enriching read. Cloutier’s call for Catholics to appreciate and take care of God’s creation is both practical and faith-based.”
St. Anthony Messenger
978-0-8146-3709-8 Paperback, 168 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $16.95
978-0-8146-3734-0 eBook, $13.99

Schools of Solidarity
Families and Catholic Social Teaching
Mary M. Doyle Roche
“Now I have a book I can give to friends and family who are inspired by Pope Francis and interested in applying Catholic Social Teaching to their daily lives.”
Julie Hanlon Rubio
Professor of Christian Ethics
St. Louis University
978-0-8146-4807-0 Paperback, 88 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $12.95

Hold Nothing Back
Writings by Dorothy Day
Patrick Jordan, Editor;
Foreword by Kate Hennessy
“In these times when social concerns are so important, I cannot fail to mention Dorothy Day. Her social activism, her passion for justice and for the cause of the oppressed, were inspired by the Gospel, her faith, and the example of the saints.”
Pope Francis to US Congress
978-0-8146-4655-7 Paperback, 128 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $19.95
978-0-8146-4680-9 eBook, $11.99

Only the Gospel Is Revolutionary
The Church in the Reform of Pope Francis
Cardinal Óscar Rodríguez Maradiaga (a conversation with Fr. Antonio Carriero, SDB)
Cardinal Maradiaga provides a unique, insider view of the pope’s efforts to reform the Roman Curia and the church.
978-0-8146-4402-7 Paperback, 96 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $16.95
978-0-8146-4426-3 eBook, $14.99

This Economy Kills
Pope Francis on Capitalism and Social Justice
Andrea Tornielli and Giacomo Calza
“This book should remind us all that care for the poor and forgotten is at the heart of the gospel and Christian mission.”
John Molyneux, CMF
US Catholic
978-0-8146-4725-7 Paperback, 184 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4, $19.95
978-0-8146-4704-2 eBook, $15.99

Just Prayer
A Book of Hours for Peacemakers and Justice Seekers
Alison M. Benders
Created with parishes, youth groups, mission trip participants, and social justice organizations in mind, Just Prayer supports hands-on service work in local communities. By repeating and building upon the prayer sequences in Just Prayer, we can conform our hearts more fully to Christ’s living message of compassion.
“Just Prayer is a marvelous resource for anyone committed to both the advancement of social justice and the imperative to remain grounded in prayer.”
Thomas Massaro, SJ
Jesuit School of Theology of Santa Clara University
978-0-8146-4966-4 Leather-like cover with ribbon, 224 pp., 5 x 7, $24.95
Special bulk pricing is available.
978-0-8146-4991-6 eBook, $19.99
B4966 Leather-like cover & eBook Bundle, $29.49

Rights: World except Canada
Sex, Love, and Families
Catholic Perspectives
Edited by Jason King and Julie Hanlon Rubio
The authors of this collection—all lay, a mix of single and married, traditional and progressive Catholics—offer practical wisdom from and critical engagement with the Catholic tradition but avoid rehashing decades-old theological debates. Instead, their essays engage with and respond to realities shaping contemporary family life, like religious pluralism, technology, migration, racism, sex and gender, incarceration, consumerism, and the call to holiness. The result is a collection that envisions ways that families can be places of healing and love in and for the world.

“Sex, marriage, and family mores are changing radically. Whether you are celebrating or alarmed, you can learn from the realistic, hopeful, and impactful voices gathered here.”
Lisa Sowle Cahill
Boston College
978-0-8146-8794-9  Paperback, 320 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95  eBook, $19.99
978-0-8146-8795-6  eBook, $19.99

Everyday Sacrament
The Messy Grace of Parenting
Laura Kelly Fanucci
“With heart, honesty and humor, Laura Kelly Fanucci’s offering of a peek into her quest for God in the midst of the craziness of parenting will help inspire you along your own path to God. Full of tender moments and truth, this is a book that every Catholic who ever lived in a family will appreciate.”
Lisa M. Hendey, Founder of CatholicMom.com and author of The Grace of Yes
978-0-8146-3768-5  Paperback, 152 pp., 5 x 7, $14.95  eBook, $11.99

Joined by the Church, Sealed by a Blessing
Couples and Communities Called to Conversion Together
Diana Macalintal and Nick Wagner
“If you are hoping to inspire young couples and your parish community to a deeper, living faith, you will find great inspiration in this book!”
Karen Kates
Archdiocese of Cincinnati
978-0-8146-3765-4  Paperback, 216 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95  eBook, $11.99

Pope Francis’s Prayer to the Holy Family
978-0-8146-4901-5  English-language Card, 4 x 6
Oración a la Sagrada Familia del Papa Francisco
978-0-8146-4926-8  Spanish-language Card, 4 x 6
1-10 copies, $.75 each
11-99 copies, $.65 net each
100-499 copies, $.45 net each
500+ copies, $.30 net each

24/7 Christian
The Secular Vocation of the Laity
Christine M. Fletcher
“Benedictine spirituality suggests that the quest to be 24/7 Christians can be nourished by humility, stewardship, and a life lived in balance. These three spiritual virtues help in the fulfillment of a mission of discipleship.”
Spirituality & Practice
978-0-8146-4968-8  Paperback, 128 pp., 5 ⅝ x 8 ⅛, $14.95  eBook, $11.99

Free discussion guide available at litpress.org/phguide

Project Holiness
Marriage as a Workshop for Everyday Saints
Bridget Burke Ravizza and Julie Donovan Massey
“Project Holiness, should be required reading for bishops and anyone involved in the pastoral care of married couples and families.”
Mary M. Doyle Roche
Associate Professor, College of the Holy Cross
Building Bridges, Not Walls — Construyamos puentes, no muros
Nourishing Diverse Cultures in Faith — Alimentar a las diversas culturas en la fe
John Francis Burke
978-0-8146-4808-7 Paperback, 240 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95

Catholic Cultures
How Parishes Can Respond to the Changing Face of Catholicism
Patricia Wittberg, SC
“This is the best book I’ve seen on multiculturalism and parishes. Wittberg uses real data and demonstrates understanding and insight. She identifies challenges and offers hope by proposing thoughtful and realistic strategies to help parishes.”
Rev. Anthony J. Pogorelc, PSS Menlo Park, California
978-0-8146-4858-2 Paperback, 128 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-4883-4 eBook, $12.99

The Way of Goodness and Holiness
A Spirituality for Pastoral Ministers
Richard M. Cula, SS
“This book is a great source of information—and inspiration—for all who minister in the church, as well as a great resource for formation for ministry programs.”
Rev. John Molyneux, CMF
US Catholic
978-0-8146-3347-2 Paperback, 184 pp., 5 3/8 x 8 1/4, $18.95
978-0-8146-3952-8 eBook, $9.99

One Hope
Re-Membering the Body of Christ
Julie K. Aageson, John Borelli, Rev. John Klassen, OSB; Rev. Derek, Nekon, Martha Stortz, Jessica Wroblewski
978-0-8146-4812-4 Paperback, 104 pp., 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 $12.00 (1-5 copies); $10.00 net (6-20 copies); $8.00 net (21 or more copies)
978-0-8146-4837-7 eBook, $11.99

Theology for Ministry
An Introduction for Lay Ministers
Edward P. Hahnenberg
“Edward Hahnenberg brings the best insights from his recent works on ministry and vocation into a resource that is accessible and delightful to read.”
Hosffman Ospino, PhD, Boston College School of Theology and Ministry
978-0-8146-3521-6 Paperback, 148 pp., 5 3/8 x 8 1/4, $16.95
978-0-8146-3546-9 eBook, $11.99
83521 Paperback & eBook Bundle, $18.49

Deepening Faith
Adult Faith Formation in the Parish
Janet Schaeffler, OP
“This is an invaluable resource for those involved in forming adults in the faith. It ought to occupy the shelves of each member of the parish staff and pastoral council and its contents ought to be discussed at every meeting of parish leadership groups.”
Pastoral Music
978-0-8146-4652-6 Paperback, 104 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95

Enduring Ministry
Toward a Lifetime of Christian Leadership
Samuel D. Rahberg
“If you are standing on the edge and need to recover your balance or ready to take your ministry to a new place, Enduring Ministry invites leaders to listen and keep learning.”
Kathleen A. Cahalan Saint John’s University School of Theology and Seminary
978-0-8146-4711-0 Paperback, 144 pp., 6 x 9, $16.95
978-0-8146-4736-3 eBook, $14.99

In the Name of the Church
Vocation and Authorization of Lay Ecclesial Ministry
William J. Cahoy, Editor
“This volume harvests some of the best U.S. thinking on the understanding and implementation of ministry. It will be important reading not only for ecclesial ministers, lay and clergy, but for all informed Catholics in leadership, so that this vision may imbue the full life of the church in the 21st century.”
New Catholic Books & Media
978-0-8146-3423-3 Paperback, 240 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-3452-3 eBook, $17.99
Blessings for Leaders
Leadership Wisdom from the Beatitudes
Dan R. Ebener

“Easily accessible, this slender book offers down-to-earth wisdom and could be an informative and absorbing basis for group study and discussion.”
The Bible Today

978-0-8146-3507-0 Paperback, 120 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95
978-0-8146-3532-2 eBook, $7.99

Transcending Generations
A Field Guide to Collaboration in Church
Meredith Gould

“This book is filled with new insights, reflective questions, and perceptive exercises. You’ll find yourself highlighting every other line!”
Janet Schaeffler, OP
Author of Deepening Faith: Adult Faith Formation in the Parish

978-0-8146-4562-8 Paperback, 152 pp., 5 3⁄4 x 8 1⁄4, $16.95
978-0-8146-4587-1 eBook, $14.99

Church, Faith, Future
What We Face, What We Can Do
Louis J. Cameli
Afterword by Cardinal Blase J. Cupich

“This book should make its way into the hands of all those charged with pastoral planning, maybe even serve as an object for reflection at a presbyteral convocation or lay congress.”
Michael Sean Winters
National Catholic Reporter

978-0-8146-4565-9 Paperback, 120 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4590-1 eBook, $17.99

Finding Jesus among Muslims
How Loving Islam Makes Me a Better Catholic
Jordan Denari Duffner

“This book is an oasis of hope and a must read by all who take seriously the need for dialogue and understanding, particularly between Muslims and Catholics.”
Bishop Mitchell T. Rozanski
Emeritus Chair of the Bishops’ Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs

978-0-8146-4592-5 Paperback, 162 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4593-2 eBook, $17.99

The US Bishops’ Open Wide Our Hearts
A Faith Formation Guide
Alison M. Benders

“This well-written guide stirs the heart and effectively moves the reader to action.”
Hosffman Ospino, PhD
Boston College

978-0-8146-6501-5 Paperback, 104 pp., 5 3⁄4 x 8 1⁄4
978-0-8146-6526-8 eBook

Pope Francis’s Rejoice and Be Glad
A Faith Formation Guide
Daniel P. Horan, OFM

“This book is recommended as an essential guide for those interested in exploring Pope Francis’s most recent teaching on Christian holiness.”
Catholic Library World

978-0-8146-4754-7 Paperback, 86 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4
978-0-8146-4753-0 eBook

Pope Francis’s Laudato Si
A Faith Formation Guide
David Cloutier

978-0-8146-4753-0 Paperback, 86 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4
978-0-8146-4753-0 eBook

Pope Francis’s The Joy of Love
A Faith Formation Guide
Julie Hanlon Rubio

“Anyone looking to better understand Francis’ teachings on family life will find this engaging book extraordinarily useful tool.”
Joshua J. McElwee
Vatican Correspondent for the National Catholic Reporter

978-0-8146-4555-0 Paperback, 96 pp., 5 3⁄8 x 8 1⁄4
978-0-8146-4590-1 eBook

Special bulk pricing:
$12.95 (1-5 copies);
$8.95 net (6-19 copies)
$6.95 net (20 or more copies)
EBooks $9.99
Navigating Pastoral Transitions
Solid, field-tested advice gives you the tools for an effective transition process

Ensure a successful change of pastors in your community with this step-by-step plan guaranteed to help you make the shift with ease and grace.

A Priest’s Guide
Graziano Marcheschi, editor
978-0-8146-3805-7 Paperback, 60 pp., 6 x 9, $11.95
978-0-8146-3830-9 eBook, $7.99

A Parish Leader’s Guide
Marti R. Jewell
978-0-8146-3806-4 Paperback, 56 pp., 6 x 9, $11.95
978-0-8146-3831-6 eBook, $7.99

A Staff Guide
Barbara Kerkhoff
978-0-8146-3807-1 Paperback, 64 pp., 6 x 9, $9.95
978-0-8146-3832-3 eBook, $7.99

A New Friendship
The Spirituality and Ministry of the Deacon
Monsignor Edward Buel; Foreword by the Most Reverend Charles J. Chaput

“Many will find in Buel’s reflections a ‘type of retreat’ that will reward and enrich diaconal ministry.”
Worship
978-0-8146-3363-2 Paperback, 208 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
978-0-8146-3943-6 eBook, $9.99

Being a Sponsor
Revised Edition
Patrick Callagher and Bernadette Casslein
Being a Sponsor is the perfect resource to form Confirmation sponsors. It introduces sponsors to the history of their role in the life of newly confirmed Christians, walks them through their part in the Confirmation celebration, explains their role as a spiritual mentor, and answers frequently asked questions.
978-0-8146-4405-8 Paperback, 12 pp., 6 x 9, $4.95
Rights: US

Being a Godparent
Revised Edition
Patrick Callagher and Bernadette Casslein
Being a Godparent is a valuable guide for those who want a deeper understanding of this role, along with what role a godparent has at baptism. This book emphasizes nourishing the new life received in baptism, as well as the importance of setting an example of Christian living.
978-0-8146-4797-4 Paperback, 12 pp., 6 x 9, $4.95
Rights: US

Your Child’s Baptism
This revised edition guides parents through the experience of their child’s baptism. Your Child’s Baptism is a useful resource for reflecting on baptism. This full-color booklet explains the meaning of the rite and provides a step-by-step guide of what to expect during the baptismal ceremony.
978-0-8146-3158-4 Paperback, 24 pp., 6 x 9, $3.95
Rights: US

A Struggle for Holy Ground
Reconciliation and the Rites of Parish Closure
Michael Weldon, OFM
“This book would be a valuable aid to all those involved in the painful changes facing the Church and its churches today, especially bishops, diocesan officials, pastors, parish councils and ministry staffs.”
Pastoral Music
978-0-8146-2155-4 Paperback, 280 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
Imagining Abundance
Fundraising, Philanthropy, and a Spiritual Call to Service
Kerry Alys Robinson
“This book is an indispensable tool for all fundraisers and philanthropists, as well as all charitable organizations, who seek to help those in need. Robinson brings a wealth of experience, a probing mind and a deep respect for the life of the spirit to her amazing work, and now to her beautiful book. Highly recommended.”
James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
978-0-8146-3766-1 Paperback, 118 pp., $16.95
978-0-8146-3791-3 eBook, $13.99

The Social Media Gospel
Sharing the Good News in New Ways
Second Edition
Meredith Gould
“Meredith Gould’s The Social Media Gospel is a go-to text for my course on digital media and ministry, and it has been very well received by students. Gould’s book makes the overwhelming not only accessible but enjoyable as she readily brings herself and her valuable practical experiences to this text. I am grateful for the second edition, which acknowledges the changing shape of our digital culture, even in two short years since the first book.”
Daniella Zsupan-Jerome
Loyola University New Orleans
978-0-8146-4707-3 Paperback, 200 pp., $19.95
978-0-8146-4732-5 eBook, $16.99

Stewardship
Living a Biblical Call
Bernard F. Evans
“Stewardship: Living a Biblical Call is a ‘must’ read for any person wanting to understand the difference between raising money for secular organizations and raising money for the church. Bernie reminds us that Christian stewardship is not about ‘asking for money’ but rather about helping people understand their relationship to their money and moreover all the ‘gifts’ that God has given them. Bernie Evans reminds us that in the final analysis stewardship is an ‘act of worship’ to a God whose economy is one of ‘abundance’ not ‘scarcity.’”
William K. Marsella
Director of Partner Relations
Catholic Community Foundation of Minnesota
978-0-8146-4342-7 Paperback, 144 pp., $14.95
978-0-8146-4364-2 eBook, $11.99

Telling the Story of Jesus
Word—Communion—Mission
Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle; Foreword by Cardinal Donald W. Wuerl
“When the wisdom of a theologian and the passion of a shepherd, Tagle tackles the connection between believers and the contemporary world.”
Emmanuel magazine
978-0-8146-4814-8 Paperback, 76 pp., $9.95
978-0-8146-4839-1 eBook, $7.99

When the Saints Came Marching In
Exploring the Frontiers of Grace in America
Kathy Coffey
“Coffey’s book will engage readers interested in American history, faith, and inspirational figures. What I appreciate most, though, is the book’s spirit of connection-between writer and reader-to North America, and to the communion of saints, which inspires us to be better people as we continue to encounter ever-new frontiers of grace.”
St. Anthony Messenger
978-0-8146-4378-0 Paperback, 160 pp., $14.95

The Way of Discipleship
Women, Men, and Today’s Call to Mission
Anthony J. Gittins
“Clearly reaching into his decades of street ministry, Anthony Gittins offers the church an engaging, creative reading of Scripture that calls for an honest appraisal of our relationships with Jesus through embodied love of neighbor.”
Amanda Quantz
University of Saint Mary
978-0-8146-4715-8 Paperback, 172 pp., $19.95
978-0-8146-4739-4 eBook, $15.99
A Pastor’s Toolbox
Management Skills for Parish Leadership
Paul A. Holmes, Editor
978-0-8146-3808-8 Paperback, 190 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-3833-0 eBook, $15.99

“It is an invaluable resource for priests everywhere.”
+The Most Reverend Wilton D. Gregory
Archbishop of Atlanta

A Pastor’s Toolbox 2
More Management Skills for Parish Leadership
Paul A. Holmes, Editor
978-0-8146-4670-0 Paperback, 186 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
978-0-8146-4505-5 eBook, $15.99

“Offering guidance and direction that benefits a priest administrator daily in his ministry, it is a book that should be gifted to every new pastor—if not every newly ordained priest.”
Rev. John M. McCrone
Director, Continuing Formation and Sabbaticals
Archdiocese of Newark

The Deacon’s Ministry of Charity and Justice
William T. Ditewig
978-0-8146-4849-0 eBook, $13.99

“The Deacon’s Ministry of the Liturgy
Frederick Bauerschmidt
978-0-8146-4408-9 Paperback, $29.95 net

The Deacon’s Ministry of the Word
Jay Cormier
978-0-8146-4847-6 eBook, $13.99

THE DEACON’S MINISTRY

“Insightful, accessible and engaging, this new work should be required reading for anyone with a serious interest in the diaconate—from men in formation to deacons, pastors and bishops. Significantly, Deacon Ditewig’s chapters on mercy and Pope Francis couldn’t be more timely or valuable—reminding us of what we are called to be. Superb.”
Deacon Greg Kandra
Blogger and Journalist

“Deacon Frederick Bauerschmidt deals in very practical terms with the multifaceted aspects of the deacon’s liturgical ministry, but also with the spirituality of his service. There is a superb balance struck between attending to the ‘situational awareness’ of the liturgy and the deacon’s prayerful participation. Quite simply, The Deacon’s Ministry of the Liturgy is splendid and I cannot recommend it highly enough.”
Deacon Owen F. Cummings
Mount Angel Seminary

“There is no such thing as ‘diaconal’ preaching, as distinct from presbyteral or lay preaching. But, as Cormier notes, there is a way in which the distinct experiences of the deacon—as a man of service among the marginalized—should shape his preaching. Using an abundance of clear and simple examples, mostly drawn from his own preaching, Cormier illuminates that way. Cormier shows how the deacon can ‘pass his life through the fire of thought’ in order to speak a relevant word for ordinary folk struggling to make sense of the Gospel in daily life.”
Ann M. Garrido
Aquinas Institute of Theology
The Collegeville Ministry series provides practical, effective help for those serving the parish through various ministries.

The Collegeville Ministry series offers inexpensive, yet comprehensive, training on the various liturgical roles. Each booklet is 5 ¾ x 8 ¼ in size and prepared by a specialist in the field and provides down-to-earth suggestions for making ministry more meaningful for the ministers and those they serve.

**The Ministry of the Assembly**
Joyce Ann Zimmerman, CPPS
978-0-8146-4856-8 Paperback, 80 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4861-0 eBook, $4.99

**The Ministry of Religious Education**
Carrie Sallwasser
978-0-8146-4952-7 Paperback, 88 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4977-0 eBook, $4.99

**Youth Ministry**
Revised Edition
Jeffrey Kaster
978-0-8146-4874-2 Paperback, 104 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4899-5 eBook, $4.99

**The Ministry of Cantors**
Revised Edition
Kathleen Harmon, SNDdeN
978-0-8146-4869-8 Paperback, 96 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4894-0 eBook, $4.99

**The Ministry of Communion**
Third Edition
Michael Kwatera, OSB
978-0-8146-4873-5 Paperback, 56 pp., $5.95
978-0-8146-4898-8 eBook, $3.99

**The Ministry of the Servers**
Third Edition
Michael Kwatera, OSB
978-0-8146-4872-8 Paperback, 48 pp., $5.95
978-0-8146-4897-1 eBook, $3.99

**The Ministry of Lectors**
Second Edition
James A. Wallace, CSsR
978-0-8146-4551-2 Paperback, 104 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4575-8 eBook, $4.99

**The Ministry of Liturgical Environment**
Revised Edition
Joyce Ann Zimmerman, CPPS
978-0-8146-4871-1 Paperback, 104 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4896-4 eBook, $4.99

**The Ministry of Music**
Revised Edition
Kathleen Harmon, SNDeN
978-0-8146-4870-4 Paperback, 104 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4895-7 eBook, $4.99

**The Ministry of Peace and Justice**
Michael Jordan Laskey
978-0-8146-4813-1 Paperback, 108 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4838-4 eBook, $4.99

**Grief Ministry**
Revised Edition
Terence P. Curley
978-0-8146-4657-1 Paperback, 104 pp., $7.95
978-0-8146-4681-6 eBook, $4.99

---

The Collegeville Ministry series is recommended for parishes.
Agenda del ama de casa 2021 / Agenda for the Homemaker 2021
Este título disponible solamente en Español. Con ideas y consejos para enfrentar los momentos difíciles que viven las familias. Contiene ideas y advice for difficult moments that families may experience.
978-0-8146-6618-0
En rústica/Papbck, 154 págs./pp., 5 ¾ x 7, $5.99
Derechos: EEUU/Right: US

Calendario 2021
Con doce hermosas imágenes de Nuestra Señora en algunas de las advocaciones que se veneran. Includes twelve beautiful images of Our Lady in some of the veneration that we celebrate.
978-0-8146-6619-7
En rústica/Paperback, 8 ½ x 11, $3.95
Derechos: EEUU/Right: US

Señalamientos Bíblicos 2021
Para cada día del año y santoral, Ciclo A / For Each Day of the Year and Calendar of the Saints, Year A
A dos colores, para facilitar la búsqueda de los domingos y fiestas. Con las citas bíblicas de la liturgia de cada día, el santoral y la respuesta de los salmos de la Misa.
Printed in two colors to facilitate locating Sundays and feast days. Includes biblical citations for each day’s liturgy, the saints calendar, and responses to the psalms for Mass.
978-0-8146-6620-3
En rústica/Paperback, 32 págs./pp., 3 ¼ x 7 ¼, $1.95
Derechos: EEUU/Right: US

Mi Primera Comunión
Catecismo del niño
Roberto Guerra, SJ
978-0-8146-4073-9
En rústica, 32 págs., 5 ¼ x 7 ½, $1.00

Mi Primera Comunión
Libro del maestro
Roberto Guerra, SJ
978-0-8146-4072-2
En rústica, 136 págs., 4 ¾ x 5 ¾, $3.95

Para entender hoy los Sacramentos
Lawrence E. Mick
978-0-8146-4007-4
En rústica, 158 págs., 5 ¼ x 7 ½, $4.95

Biblia temática
Luis Godtsseels, SJ
978-0-8146-4007-4
En rústica, 768 págs., 6 ¼ x 8 ½, $29.95
Derechos: EEUU

Santa Rosario: Incluye Misterios Luminosos
978-0-8146-4397-6
En rústica, 76 págs., 4 x 5 ¼, $2.95

Para llevar la comunión a los enfermos
Pbro. José del Carmen Cervantes Contreras
978-0-8146-4226-9
En rústica, 80 págs., 6 ¼ x 8 ½, $3.95

El rosario en imágenes
978-0-8146-4090-6
En rústica, 112 págs., 5 ¼ x 7 ½, $2.95
Bendicional  
(Book of Blessings)  
Ritual de Bendiciones  
(Rites for Blessings)  
978-0-8146-2812-6  
Tapa dura, 688 págs.,  
5 ¼ x 7 ¼, $51.95*

Liturgia de las Horas  
(Liturgy of the Hours)  
Edición Popular  
978-0-8146-4196-5  
En rústica, 575 págs.,  
4 ¼ x 6, $18.95  
(letra grande)  
978-0-8146-4252-8  
En rústica, 574 págs.,  
5 x 8, $23.95

Ritual de la Penitencia  
(Rite of Penance)  
978-0-8146-4089-0  
Tapa dura, 352 págs.,  
5 ¼ x 9 ½, $42.95*

Ritual breve para el presbítero itinerante  
Benedicto XVI  
978-0-8146-4306-8  
Tapa dura, 576 págs.,  
6 ¼ x 8 ½, $32.00*

Leccionario I  
978-0-8146-2807-2  
Tapa dura, 1,120 págs.,  
6 ¾ x 9 ¾, $64.95*

Leccionario II  
978-0-8146-2808-9  
Tapa dura, 1,142 págs.,  
6 ¾ x 9 ¾, $64.95*

Leccionario III  
978-0-8146-2809-6  
Tapa dura, 1,005 págs.,  
6 ¾ x 9 ¾, $64.95*

Evangelario (Book of the Gospels)  
978-0-8146-2811-9  
Tapa dura, 360 págs.,  
9 ¾ x 13 ¾, $435.00*

Roguemos al Señor  
Para celebrar habitual y correctamente la Oración de los fieles.  
A guide for consistently and correctly celebrating the Prayer of the Faithful.  
978-0-8146-2907-9  
Tapa dura, 448 págs., 6 ½ x 9 ½, $51.95*

Ritual de la sagrada comunión y del culto eucarístico fuera de la misa  
978-0-8146-4329-7  
Tapa dura, 260 págs.,  
6 ½ x 9 ¼, $22.95*
La Biblia de Nuestro Pueblo con Lectio Divina
Lea reflexione ore actúe Bíblia del Peregrino América Latina
Luis Alonso Schökel
978-0-8146-4374-7
Hardcover/Tapa dura, 2,402 pp/págs., 6 ¼ x 8 ¼, $28.95*

La Biblia de Nuestro Pueblo
Bíblia del Peregrino América Latina
Luis Alonso Schökel
978-0-8146-4214-6
Pasta dura, 2,400 págs., 6 ¼ x 8 ¼, $24.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén
Derechos: EEUU

Biblia de Jerusalén Quinta edición
Revisada y Aumentada
978-0-8146-6539-8
Tapa dura, 2,055 págs., 6 x 8 ½, $44.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén manual quinta edición
Con funda y cierre de cremallera
978-0-8146-6612-8
Rústica con funda de cremallera, 1,920 págs., 6 x 8 ¼, $54.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén manual quinta edición
Encuadernación de tela
978-0-8146-6637-1
Tapa dura forrada en tela, 2,058 págs., 6 x 8 ¼, $49.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén En Letra Grande
978-0-8146-3506-3
Tapa dura, 2,786 págs., 6 ¾ x 8 ½, $49.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén Edición de Bolsillo
978-0-8146-3509-4
Tapa dura, 1,750 págs., 4 ¼ x 5 ¾, $24.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén manual
con funda de cremallera
978-0-8146-6532-9
Tapa dura, 1,758 págs., 5 ¼ x 6 ¼, $34.95*

Biblia de Jerusalén Nueva edición
Totalmente revisada
978-0-8146-6507-7
Vínilo, 1,920 págs., 6 ¼ x 8 ¼, $39.95*

Liturgia de las Horas (Liturgy of the Hours)
En Cuatro Tomos: (In Four Volumes:)

Tomo 1: Tiempo de Adviento y Navidad
(Volume 1: Advent and Christmas)
978-0-8146-2817-1 Tapa dura, 1,424 págs., 4 ¼ x 6 ½, $59.95*

Tomo 2: Tiempo de Cuaresma, Triduo pascual y Pascua
(Volume 2: Lent, Easter Triduum and Easter)
978-0-8146-2818-8 Tapa dura, 2,216 págs., 4 ¼ x 6 ½, $59.95*

Tomo 3: Tiempo Ordinario: Semanas I–XVII
(Volume 3: Ordinary Time: Weeks I–XVII)
978-0-8146-2819-5 Tapa dura, 1,988 págs., 4 ¼ x 6 ½, $59.95*

Tomo 4: Tiempo Ordinario: Semanas XVIII–XXXIV
(Volume 4: Ordinary Time: Weeks XVIII–XXXIV)
978-0-8146-2820-1 Tapa dura, 1,960 págs., 4 ¼ x 6 ½, $59.95*
English and bilingual editions!

The Order of Celebrating Matrimony
Second Edition
978-0-8146-4641-0
Hardcover, 7 ⅛ x 10 ½, 136 pp., $44.95
Rights: US

Both editions feature:
• an elegant, durable, and wipe-clean cover with a simple image that expresses the rich meaning of the sacrament, stamped in gold and silver;
• prayer texts set in easy-to-read, two-color type on natural, high-quality paper;
• two sturdy ribbon bookmarks;
• silver-gilded page edges that further esteem the text visually.

Ritual del matrimonio
Este hermoso ritual incluye el texto en español para el Rito del Matrimonio dentro de la misa, fuera de la misa y entre un católico y un catecúmeno o alguien que no es cristiano.
Disponible solamente en español.

This elegant and durable set of cards features the text of the bride and groom’s exchange of consent in the marriage rite.

The Order of Celebrating Matrimony/Couple’s Consent Cards

Rite of Matrimony
This beautifully bound ritual book offers the Spanish language text for the Rite of Matrimony within Mass, outside of Mass, and between a Catholic and catechumen or non-Christian.

This beautifully bound ritual book offers the Spanish language text for the Rite of Matrimony within Mass, outside of Mass, and between a Catholic and catechumen or non-Christian.

English copy is for reference only.
978-0-8146-3328-1
Tapa dura/Hardcover, 144 págs./pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ½, $24.95 net
Rights: (Norteamérica) North America

For guest participation

Marriage in Christ
Third Edition
978-0-8146-4550-5
Paperback, 80 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ⅛
$6.95 (1-9 copies); $5.95 net (10-49 copies); $4.95 net (50 or more copies)
Rights: US

Marriage in Christ/Matrimonio en Cristo
Bilingual Edition/Edición Bilingüe
978-0-8146-4649-6
Paperback, 92 pp., 5 ⅛ x 8 ¼
$6.95 (1-9 copies); $5.95 net (10-49 copies); $4.95 net (50 or more copies)
Rights: US

RITUAL RESOURCES
Lectionary for Mass

CLASSIC EDITION
Hardcover, 1,260–2,048 pp., 8 1/2 x 11

Volume I: Sundays, Solemnities, Feasts of the Lord and the Saints
978-0-8146-2531-6  $99.95

Volume II: Proper of Seasons for Weekdays, Year I; Proper of Saints; Common of Saints
978-0-8146-2883-3  $99.95

Volume III: Proper of Seasons for Weekdays, Year II; Proper of Saints; Common of Saints
978-0-8146-2879-9  $99.95

Volume IV: Common of Saints, Ritual Masses, Masses for Various Needs and Occasions, Votive Masses, and Masses for the Dead
978-0-8146-2880-5  $99.95

Rights: US

CHAPEL EDITION
Hardcover, 1,260–2,048 pp., 7 x 9

Contains all of the features of the Classic Edition, but in a smaller size.

Volume I: Sundays, Solemnities, Feasts of the Lord and the Saints
978-0-8146-2532-3  $69.95

Volume II: Proper of Seasons for Weekdays, Year I; Proper of Saints; Common of Saints
978-0-8146-2884-3  $69.95

Volume III: Proper of Seasons for Weekdays, Year II; Proper of Saints; Common of Saints
978-0-8146-2881-2  $69.95

Volume IV: Common of Saints, Ritual Masses, Masses for Various Needs and Occasions, Votive Masses, and Masses for the Dead
978-0-8146-2882-9  $69.95

Rights: US

LEYIONARY FOR MASS SUPPLEMENT

• Eminently readable
• Beautifully designed
• Exceptional quality
• Superior printing

The Book of the Gospels
The Saint John's Bible Edition
Genuine Leather Edition
978-0-8146-9064-2, $349.00
Bonded Leather Edition
978-0-8146-9097-0, $299.00

Lectionary for Mass
Ceremonial Edition
Sundays Cycle A
978-0-8146-6175-8 Hardcover, 640 pp., 10 x 14, $98.00

Sundays Cycle B
978-0-8146-6176-5 Hardcover, 640 pp., 10 x 14, $98.00

Sundays Cycle C
978-0-8146-6177-2 Hardcover, 642 pp., 10 x 14, $98.00

Rights: US

Lectionary for Mass
Volume I (Sundays)
Study Edition
978-0-8146-2885-6 Paperback, 1,392 pp., 7 x 9, $29.95

Rights: US
Lord, Hear Our Prayer
Reflecting the themes and language of the Sunday or feast’s Lectionary readings, each prayer text includes an introduction for the presider; petitions for both the universal and local Church, for those who lead and serve the Church, the nation, and the community, for the special needs of others, and for the faithful departed; and the celebrant’s closing collect.

978-0-8146-3462-2 Hardcover, 96 pp., $22.95

Intercessions for the Christian People, Cycles A, B, C
Fifty liturgical scholars—Roman Catholic, Episcopal, and Lutheran—have authored these intercessory prayers for each Sunday of the three-year cycle to expand the resources available to local pastors. All language is inclusive.

978-0-8146-6091-1 Lexide, 168 pp., $29.95

The Easter Proclamation (Exsultet)
Enhance the visual beauty of this most sacred moment in the Easter Vigil as your cantor chants the Exsultet from this one-of-a-kind, illuminated ritual edition of The Easter Proclamation.

978-0-8146-3364-9 Hardcover, 24 pp., $79.95

The Passions of Holy Week Bilingual Illuminated Edition For Multiple Voices Illuminated by Charles Rohrbacher
Proclaim the gospels for Palm Sunday and Good Friday in English, Spanish, or both: the Spanish text appears on the left page, and the English text on the right page. Richly illustrated by Charles Rohrbacher with over thirty full-color images, this handsome hardcover book contains the “voiced” gospel versions in large, readable type.

978-0-8146-3514-8 Hardcover, 104 pp., $89.95

Responsorial Psalms for Weekday Mass Advent, Christmas, Lent, and Easter
This book makes it possible to sing the responsorial psalm at every daily Mass through all the seasons of the liturgical year.

978-0-8146-3261-1 Coil-bound, 152 pp., $39.95

Order of Mass Hymnal Insert
Booklet format with larger type, can be added easily to your hymnal using attached glue strip.

978-0-8146-3378-6 Booklet, 16 pp., $2.00

People’s Chants for the Order of Mass
Presented on a six-page card, and printed in two colors on a durable paper stock.

978-0-8146-3418-9 Card, 6 pp., $1.00

The Icons of the Easter Proclamation
Acclaimed iconographer Charles Rohrbacher has illustrated a one-of-a-kind ritual book. This CD-ROM presents the vivid, scripturally grounded images of his unique work for projection in the sanctuary and use in prayer.

978-0-8146-7975-3 CD-ROM, $29.95
Preaching the Scriptures of the Masses of the Blessed Virgin Mary
David O. Brown, OSM
978-0-8146-3553-7  Paperback, 148 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95
e
978-0-8146-3578-0  eBook, $13.99

Two-volume set
978-0-8146-3487-5  Hardcover, $89.95 net
978-0-8146-3486-8  Hardcover, 304 pp., 8 1⁄2 x 10 3⁄4, $49.95

Volume I: Missal
978-0-8146-2052-6  Hardcover, 240 pp., 8 1⁄2 x 10 3⁄4, $49.95

Volume II: Lectionary
Rights: US

Preaching the Scriptures of the Masses of the Blessed Virgin Mary

Collection of Masses of the Blessed Virgin Mary

A Ritual for Laypersons
Rites for Holy Communion and the Pastoral Care of the Sick and Dying
This book conveniently gathers in one place those rites at which a layperson may preside in the absence of a priest.
978-0-8146-6631-9  Vinyl cover (fits lectionary edition), 4 1⁄4 x 7, $3.50
978-0-8146-6530-5  Vinyl cover (fits lectionary with ribbon edition), 4 1⁄4 x 7 3⁄4, $3.50

Rights: US

A Ritual for Laypersons Vinyl Cover
Easy-to-clean vinyl cover fits leatherflex with ribbon edition of A Ritual for Laypersons.

Rights: US

Book of Blessings
Ritual Edition
978-0-8146-1875-2  Hardcover, 632 pp., 7 3⁄4 x 10 1⁄2, $79.95
Rights: US and Ireland

Abridged Edition
978-0-8146-2089-2  Lexide, 640 pp., 4 1⁄4 x 6 3⁄4, $29.95
Rights: US

The Order of Mass in Nine Languages
Welcome all and encourage their active participation in the Eucharist with this book presenting the Order of Mass in nine languages: English, Spanish (Mexican), Portuguese (Brazilian), Latin, Vietnamese, Italian, Polish, Tagalog, and French.
978-0-8146-3456-1  Paperback, 80 pp., 7 x 10, $9.95
1 – 9 copies, $9.95 each; 10 – 19 copies, $8.96 each net
20 or more copies; $7.96 each net
Order of Christian Funerals

**Ritual Edition**
The Ritual Edition contains the basic texts for Vigil Services, funeral liturgies, and committal services for adults and for children, plus the optional texts for various situations, Morning and Evening Prayer for the Dead, the complete funeral lectionary, and model litanies.

978-0-8146-1500-3 Hardcover, 488 pp., 7 ⅞ x 10 ⅜, $99.95

**Appendix Cremation**
978-0-8146-2514-9 Paperback, 12 pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ⅜, $4.95. Sale: $9.49* net

**Vigil Service and Evening Prayer Leaders’ Edition**
978-0-8146-1503-4 Paperback, 132 pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ⅜, $6.95

* Asterisk indicates discount price available only on “no-returns basis.” No further discounts apply.

**Ritual de exequias Cristianas**
**Edición de Ritual**
978-0-8146-2823-2 Tapa dura/Hardcover, 400 págs./pp., 7 ⅞ x 10 ⅜, $79.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Ritual de exequias Cristianas**
**Vigilia, Liturgia Funeral, y Rito de Sepelio**
978-0-8146-2826-2 Tapa dura/Hardcover, 504 págs./pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ¼, $119.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Ritual para el bautismo de los niños**
Esta segunda edición del Rito del bautismo para niños contiene los textos necesarios para celebrar el sacramento invarias situaciones.
978-0-8146-3327-4 Tapa dura/Hardcover, 176 págs./pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ¼, $24.95 net

**Derechos: North America (Norteamérica)**

**Intercessions for Mass**
Mary Grace Melcher, OCD
Cycles A, B, and C for Sundays and the two-year cycle for weekdays are all included.
978-0-8146-3481-3 Paperback, 448 pp., 7 x 10, $39.95

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Ritual Edition**
Offers the procedures and periods that make up the full rite. The second section provides the necessary ritual for celebrating the rite in other forms.
978-0-8146-1592-7 Hardcover, 400 pp., 7 ¾ x 10 ⅜, $39.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Study Edition**
978-0-8146-1593-5 Paperback, 378 pp., 7 ⅞ x 10 ⅜, $34.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

Recommended resource

**Ritual de exequias Cristianas**
**Edición de Ritual**
978-0-8146-2928-4 Paperback, 48 pp., 4 x 7, $3.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Holy Communion Outside Mass**
978-0-8146-3454-7 Leaflet, 6 pp., 4 x 7, $0.30

**Rights: US**

**Anointing of the Sick: Participant’s Leaflet**
978-0-8146-3455-4 Paperback, 48 pp., 4 x 7, $3.50

**Rights: US**

**Revised according to The Roman Missal, Third Edition**

**Communion of the Sick**
All ministers of Communion will want to have and use these official texts for bringing the Eucharist to the sick.
978-0-8146-3455-4 Paperback, 48 pp., 4 x 7, $3.95

**Rights: US**

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Ritual Edition**
Offers the procedures and periods that make up the full rite. The second section provides the necessary ritual for celebrating the rite in other forms.
978-0-8146-1592-7 Hardcover, 400 pp., 7 ¾ x 10 ⅜, $39.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Study Edition**
978-0-8146-1593-5 Paperback, 378 pp., 7 ⅞ x 10 ⅜, $34.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Spanish Edition**

**Ritual de exequias Cristianas**
**Edición de estudio**
978-0-8146-3327-4 Paperback, 378 pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ¼, $34.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Ritual de la iniciación cristiana de adultos**
**Edición de estudio**
978-0-8146-3090-7 En rústica, 384 págs., 8 ½ x 11, $19.95 net

**Derechos: North America (Norteamérica)**

**The Collegeville Prayer of the Faithful**
General Intercessions for Years A, B, C
With CD-ROM of Intercessions
Michael Kwatra, OSB
978-0-8146-3282-6 Paperback, 504 pp., 6 x 9, with CD, $39.95

**Rite of the Dead**
**English**
978-0-8146-3534-0 Paperback, 54 pp., 7 ¾ x 10 ¾, $15.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Recommended resource**

**Intercessions for Mass**
Mary Grace Melcher, OCD
Cycles A, B, and C for Sundays and the two-year cycle for weekdays are all included.
978-0-8146-3481-3 Paperback, 448 pp., 7 x 10, $39.95

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Study Edition**
978-0-8146-1593-5 Paperback, 378 pp., 7 ⅞ x 10 ⅜, $34.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Recommended resource**

**Final Communion and Burial**
978-0-8146-2514-9 Paperback, 12 pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ⅜, $4.95. Sale: $9.49* net

**Derechos: US**

**Ritual para el bautismo de los niños**
Esta segunda edición del Rito del bautismo para niños contiene los textos necesarios para celebrar el sacramento invarias situaciones.
978-0-8146-3327-4 Tapa dura/Hardcover, 176 págs./pp., 7 ⅛ x 10 ¼, $24.95 net

**Derechos: North America (Norteamérica)**

**The Collegeville Prayer of the Faithful**
General Intercessions for Years A, B, C
With CD-ROM of Intercessions
Michael Kwatra, OSB
978-0-8146-3282-6 Paperback, 504 pp., 6 x 9, with CD, $39.95

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Ritual Edition**
Offers the procedures and periods that make up the full rite. The second section provides the necessary ritual for celebrating the rite in other forms.
978-0-8146-1592-7 Hardcover, 400 pp., 7 ¾ x 10 ⅜, $39.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults**
**Study Edition**
978-0-8146-1593-5 Paperback, 378 pp., 7 ⅞ x 10 ⅜, $34.95

**Derechos: EEUU**

**Recommended resource**
The Roman Missal

- A rich, durable deep-red cloth cover foil-stamped in gold and copper
- Interior adorned with fifteen beautiful illustrations from Martin Erspamer, OSB
- Prayer texts set in easy-to-proclaim type on quality natural ivory paper
- Five sturdy grosgrain ribbon bookmarks and a full complement of tabs to enhance ease-of-use
- Gilt-edged pages

Ritual Edition
978-0-8146-3375-5 Hardcover, 1,504 pp., 8 ½ x 11, $169.95

Excerpts from the Roman Missal

TheLiturgical Press edition of Excerpts is published with the same high quality and standards as our Roman Missal. It features:
- A rich, durable, deep-red cloth cover embellished with Christ enthroned, and foil stamped in gold and silver;
- Beautiful illustrations by renowned liturgical artist, Br. Martin Erspamer, OSB;
- Prayer texts set in readable, easy-to-proclaim type on natural ivory quality paper;
- Gilded page edges that further esteem the text visually.
978-0-8146-4437-9 Hardcover, 744 pp., 8 ½ x 11, $99.95

The Roman Missal

Study Edition
A portable version perfect for all who wish to use it for planning and study.
978-0-8146-3464-6 Paperback, 1,504 pp., 6 x 9, $59.95

Rights: North America

Chants of The Roman Missal

Study Edition
International Commission on English in the Liturgy
978-0-8146-3381-6 Hardcover, 350 pp., 8 ½ x 11, $49.95

Misal Romano

Misal Romano es el primer misal español aprobado específicamente para su uso en los Estados Unidos. Liturgical Press tiene el orgullo de ofrecer este libro esencial y tan esperado, pedido y aprobado por la Conferencia de los Obispos Católicos de Estados Unidos y elaborado con belleza, excelente calidad, y buen precio.

Misal Romano is the first Spanish Missal approved specifically for use in the United States. Liturgical Press is proud to provide this essential book, called for and approved by the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, and produced with exceptional beauty, quality, and affordability.

EDICIÓN PARA EL ALTAR/ ALTAR EDITION
978-0-8146-4473-7 Pasta dura/Hardcover 1,618 pp., 8 ½ x 11, $169.95

EDICIÓN PARA CAPILLA/ CHAPEL EDITION
978-0-8146-4428-7 Pasta dura/Hardcover 1,618 pp., 7 x 9, $119.95

MISAL ROMANO: EDICIÓN DE ESTUDIO/ MISAL ROMANO: STUDY EDITION
978-0-8146-6432-2 Rústica/Paperback, 1,616 págs., 6 x 9, $49.95
Disponible solamente en español./Available only in Spanish.

A Commentary on the Order of Mass of The Roman Missal

Foreword by His Eminence, Cardinal Roger Mahony; Edward Foley, General Editor
Gathers the insights of liturgical scholars to aid understanding of this most recent edition of the Order of Mass.
978-0-8146-6247-2 Hardcover, 680 pp., 8 ½ x 9, $59.95
978-0-8146-6256-4 eBook, $49.99
THE BIBLE TODAY

A bimonthly publication that invites you to explore Scripture through illustrated articles and commentary written by some of today's best biblical scholars. *The Bible Today* is accessibly written for even the non-expert, making it ideal for your own personal reflection or for your group study of the Bible.

Learn more at TheBibleToday.org

---

WORSHIP

A quarterly publication of the monks of Saint John's Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota. Its primary aim is to develop and promote a better understanding of what the liturgy is and does, thereby enabling all men and women to participate more actively and fruitfully in the church's worship.

Learn more at JournalWorship.org

---

Try it FREE!
Print or App

GUTD.net
888-259-8470

A monthly publication centered on the Word of God. Drawing inspiration from a multitude of voices, it provides a relevant and trustworthy understanding of Scripture. Whether you have five minutes or a half hour, *Give Us This Day* supports your desire to pray.

- Standard and large print editions
- App for Android, iOS, and Kindle
FR. JAMES MARTIN, SJ, is one of the most recognized Catholic priests in the United States. In this compelling narrative, award-winning writer Jon Sweeney, probes Martin’s early life, his experiences as a corporate executive, his call to religious life, his ministry and spirituality, his feelings about both the adoration and the criticism he receives from so many, and much more. Readers will come away with a much better understanding of one of today’s most interesting and influential Catholics.

See page 18 for more information.

“Aunny’s fastidious research and elegant prose make this a page turner I read with relish and finished with regret. It’s a gift to nonbelievers as well as Catholics, lapsed and devout.”

Mary Karr, poet and memoirist, author of The New York Times best sellers The Liars’ Club, Cherry, and Lit
Our best-selling daily reflection books are now available in Spanish!

See pages 4-5.

¡Nuestros libros de reflexión diarios más vendidos ya están disponibles en español!

Ver las páginas 4-5.

Transform the seasons
Transformar las estaciones

Our best-selling daily reflection books are now available in Spanish!